“NOT DEAD YET”: THE NATIONAL POLICE CRISIS, A NEW CONVERSATION ABOUT POLICING, AND THE PROSPECTS FOR ACCOUNTABILITY-RELATED POLICE REFORM
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This Article argues that, despite the actions of the Trump Administration in cancelling two Justice Department accountability-related police reform programs, the prospects for continued police reform efforts in the immediate future remain alive. This argument is based on several factors, both in the broader social and political environment and within the law enforcement profession. First, the events in Ferguson, Missouri, in August 2014, and the related events that followed, created a National Police Crisis. The crisis created a high level of public awareness and concern about policing and police reform that has already served as a necessary predicate to police reform efforts. Second, the crisis stimulated police debates over American policing and police reform that have coalesced into what this Article terms a New Conversation, involving a rough national consensus about needed police reforms. The New Conversation has already guided a broad series of police reform efforts at the national, state, and local levels. Three principal sources contribute to the New Conversation, which are reviewed in detail in this Article. The three sources include principles articulated by the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing; policies recommended by the Police Executive Research Forum, a professional association of police chiefs; and administrative practices embodied in court-enforced settlements negotiated by the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Department of Justice. These three elements constitute a “roadmap” for future police reform.
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A. The Trump Administration’s Withdrawal from Police Reform

In a March 17, 2017 memorandum to all “Heads of Department Components and United States Attorneys,” Attorney General Jeff Sessions ordered a “review [of] all Department activities—including . . . existing or contemplated consent decrees . . ..”¹ Virtually all observers understood the order to mean that the administration of President Donald J. Trump was terminating the Justice Department’s program of pattern or practice investigations of constitutional violations by local and state law enforcement agencies.² The announcement was no surprise. During the 2016 presidential election campaign, and in the presidential transition period following Trump’s election in November 2016, both Trump and Sessions publicly expressed their opposition to Justice Department investigations of local and state police agencies, while also expressing strong support for the country’s police officers.³ President Trump’s plan to end

---

the pursuit of consent decrees, for example, was “hailed” by police unions and caused alarm among many advocates of accountability-related police reform.

The Trump administration’s effort to roll back federal police accountability-related reform efforts did not stop with the pattern or practice program. In September 2017, Attorney General Sessions also ended the existing Justice Department’s Collaborative Reform Initiative. Housed in the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (generally referred to as the “COPS Office”), the collaborative reform program was a voluntary effort in which local police departments would request Justice Department assistance in addressing specific problems. A team of professional law enforcement experts would investigate the department and then develop a mutually agreed upon plan for corrective action. The investigations and recommended reforms were generally similar to those of the pattern or practice program, with the crucial exception that final agreements between the Justice Department and cities did not involve a judicially enforced settlement, a fact that made them palatable to local officials.

In December 2017, the Justice Department announced the creation of a revised Collaborative Reform Initiative, supported by a $7 million budget and involving a coalition of law enforcement organizations. The focus of the new pro-


5. This Article focuses on accountability-related reforms, defined as policies and practices designed to hold police officers accountable for their actions in encounters with members of the public. It does not cover accountability issues related to the performance of police organizations as organizations with respect to their efforts to address crime and disorder and to serve the public, including for example, community policing and problem-oriented policing.

6. The Trump Administration is not the first presidential administration to back away from Justice Department efforts to investigate civil rights violations by local police departments and seek judicially enforced settlements. The administration of President George W. Bush, following its conservative agenda on civil rights issues, substantially reduced the Justice Department pattern or practice program between 2001 and 2009, reducing the number of investigations and reaching no new settlement agreements between 2004 and 2008. The evidence of the Civil Rights Division’s lack of effort under President Bush is in U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, CIVIL RIGHTS DIV., THE CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION’S PATTERN AND PRACTICE POLICE REFORM WORK: 1994-PRESENT 19, 36 (2017) [hereinafter DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE]. In short, Democratic Party presidents (Bill Clinton and Barack Obama) have pursued accountability-related police reforms, while Republican Party presidents (George W. Bush and Donald J. Trump) have not.


8. DOJ Announces Changes, supra note 7.


11. Id.
gram is not clear as this Article is written, but the rhetoric of President Trump and Attorney General Sessions on policing, combined with the termination of the two existing police reform programs, clearly indicate that it will not focus on constitutional violations by local police.\textsuperscript{12} The fact that one coalition member is the Fraternal Order of Police, the largest national federation of local police unions and a consistent opponent of accountability-related police reforms, would seem to confirm this point.\textsuperscript{13}

The Trump Administration’s actions on the two police reform programs alarmed many police reform experts and community activists engaged in police problems.\textsuperscript{14} The pattern or practice program, authorized by Section 14141 of the 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act,\textsuperscript{15} and housed in the Special Litigation Section (\textquotedblleft SLS\textquotedblright) of the Civil Rights Division, was an unprecedented event in the history of American policing. Never had the federal government intervened so directly in so many local police departments for the purpose of ending unconstitutional practices by the police and implementing sweeping reforms backed by judicial enforcement.\textsuperscript{16} The SLS program had been an innovative force for police reform for its twenty years of existence. The statute had been hailed by many civil rights activists and police reformers.\textsuperscript{17} Law professor William J. Stuntz in 2006 called it \textquotedblleft the most important legal initiative of the past twenty years in the sphere of police regulation.\textquotedblright\textsuperscript{18} Between 1997 and January 2018, the SLS conducted sixty-nine formal investigations of law enforcement agencies and reached judicially enforced settlements with for-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} See id.; see also DOJ Announces Changes, supra note 7.
\item \textsuperscript{15} “Cause of Action (a) Unlawful conduct. It shall be unlawful for any governmental authority, or any agent thereof, or any person acting on behalf of a governmental authority, to engage in a pattern or practice of conduct by law enforcement officers or by officials or employees of any governmental agency with responsibility for the administration of juvenile justice or the incarceration of juveniles that deprives persons of rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States. (b) Civil action by Attorney General. Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe that a violation of paragraph (1) has occurred, the Attorney General, for or in the name of the United States, may in a civil action obtain appropriate equitable and declaratory relief to eliminate the pattern or practice.” 34 U.S.C. § 12601 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{16} Stephen Rushin, Structural Reform Litigation in American Police Departments, 99 MINN. L. REV. 1343, 1347–48 (2015) (reviewing the origins of Section 14141, the process of investigations conducted by the Civil Rights Division, and the reforms initiated).
\item \textsuperscript{18} Id. A crucial and distinctive feature of the pattern or practice program was its emphasis on organizational reform, as opposed to reforms addressing only one aspect of policing (e.g., use of force, stop and frisk). See infra note 6.
\end{itemize}
ty agencies.19 The settlements, in the form of consent decrees or memorandum of agreement (“MOA”), required sweeping reforms designed to end unconstitutional practices related to controlling police officer uses of force, stops and frisks, and racial profiling, along with a set of other accountability-related reforms designed to ensure constitutional policing.20 While the program was criticized for, among other reasons, intruding into local police governance, imposing extreme financial costs on local governments, polarizing rather than resolving local police-community relations, and (in the view of its critics) failing to demonstrate its effectiveness,21 evaluations of several settlement experiences have generally found the program to be effective in achieving its goals.22

B. The Goal of This Article

This Article argues that, despite the alarm felt by many police reform experts because of the Trump Administration’s withdrawal from judicially enforced police reform, the prospects for future police reform remain viable in both the immediate and long-term future.23 The Article argues that the political climate surrounding American policing changed dramatically following the tragic events in Ferguson, Missouri in August 2014, creating what this Article labels a “National Police Crisis.”24 The crisis stimulated wide-ranging discussions of policing and police reform, which this Article labels the “New Conversation” about policing and police reform. Drawing on three principal sources, which are examined in detail here, the New Conversation developed an integrated set of principles, policies, and practices that represent a “roadmap” for future police reform. As is argued at appropriate points in the Article, however, many of the reforms discussed herein face uncertainties, challenges, and obstacles. Thus, while the possibility of continued reform exists, achievement of continued reform is far from certain.

Part II of this Article examines the National Police Crisis that erupted in 2014 and the various responses that it generated. Intense media coverage of police shootings and the resultant protests had a significant impact on public

19. DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 3.
20. Id. at 20–21.
22. See infra Section IV.B.
opinion, creating support for police reform efforts. President Barack Obama created the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, the first-ever national commission or task force devoted exclusively to the police. The spate of fatal shootings by police officers spurred national media coverage of the police crisis, which one analyst argues created greater public support for police reform. Police leaders, acting through the Police Executive Research Forum (“PERF”), issued a series of reports on officer use of force, police training, and related matters that challenged existing police practices. At the same time, by one estimate, thirty-four state legislatures and the District of Columbia enacted seventy-nine pieces of police accountability-related legislation in 2015 and 2016. At the municipal level, new accountability-related measures were adopted in Oakland, Chicago, and Seattle. Special investigations of the local police departments were also initiated by local authorities in Chicago and San Francisco. Finally, in 2017–2018, two state attorneys general, in Illinois and California, undertook major initiatives to effect accountability-related reforms in large cities in their states. The broad-based wave of action by a diverse group of actors signaled increased public support for accountability-related police reforms.

Part III of this Article examines the New Conversation about policing and police reform that has emerged as a result of the National Police Crisis. Two of the three voices contributing to the New Conversation are examined in this Part, while the third is examined in Part IV. The President’s Task Force and reports by PERF articulated a set of basic principles, including the importance of legitimacy, public trust, and confidence in the police; procedural justice in po-


28. FINAL REPORT, supra note 26, at 32.


30. Id. at 10.

31. CHICAGO POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY TASK FORCE, supra note 13, at 1.

32. SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT ATTORNEY, REPORT OF THE BLUE RIBBON PANEL ON TRANSPARENCY, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND FAIRNESS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT 1 (2016).


34. Memorandum of Understanding Between the California Department of Justice and The City and County of San Francisco, Acting Through the Mayor’s Office and Francisco Police Department (Feb. 5, 2018), https://oag.ca.gov/system/files/attachments/press_releases/DOJ%20MOU1.pdf [hereinafter Memorandum of Understanding, San Francisco].
lice work; greater openness and transparency on the part of police departments; and a variety of reforms including de-escalation.\textsuperscript{35} PERF contributed a set of policies related to the control of police officer use of force, including improved training, de-escalation, and tactical decision-making.\textsuperscript{36} Finally, the settlements in the Justice Department’s pattern or practice program embody a set of police practices that are designed to achieve constitutional policing and translate the principles and policies in the New Conversation into day-to-day policing.\textsuperscript{37}

Part IV of this Article examines in detail the efforts and impacts of the SLS pattern or practice program. It argues that the specific reforms contained in its settlements embody specific practices, which translate the principles articulated by the President’s Task Force and the policies advanced in the PERF reports. The SLS required reforms represent a set of “best practices” that are an important element in the New Conversation about police reform.\textsuperscript{38} Finally, the consent decrees also had several collateral consequences, which have not been fully recognized but which have had important implications for police accountability.\textsuperscript{39}

Part V concludes the Article by arguing that the developments discussed herein provide the basis for optimism about the prospects for future police reform. It also summarizes the various obstacles to continued police reform, which are discussed at different points in the Article.

II. THE NATIONAL POLICE CRISIS, 2014 AND BEYOND

A. The Events of 2014 and After

The fatal shooting of Michael Brown, an eighteen-year-old African American, by white police officer Darren Wilson on August 9, 2014 sparked weeks of public protest in Ferguson, Missouri, and around the country, and launched the National Police Crisis.\textsuperscript{40} The Ferguson shooting was preceded by the July death of Eric Garner, an African American, on Staten Island, New York, by a chokehold applied by a New York City police officer.\textsuperscript{41} Other high-profile deaths at the hands of the police soon followed in other cities and continued through mid-2018.\textsuperscript{42} Virtually all of the deaths at the hands of the police were followed by community protests, including two that resulted in serious violence and property destruction.\textsuperscript{43} Public outrage heightened in several cases by the circumstances of the deaths, including for example, the heavy use of military

\textsuperscript{35} FINAL REPORT, supra note 26, at 111.
\textsuperscript{36} Id. at 22.
\textsuperscript{37} DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 20.
\textsuperscript{38} Id. at 27–28.
\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 30.
\textsuperscript{40} WESLEY LOWERY, THEY CAN’T KILL US ALL: FERGUSON, BALTIMORE, AND A NEW ERA IN AMERICA’S RACIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT 33–39 (2016).
\textsuperscript{41} MATT TAIBBI, I CAN’T BREATHE: A KILLING ON BAY STREET 94 (2017).
\textsuperscript{42} See, e.g., Sacramento Police Shooting, supra note 24.
\textsuperscript{43} LOWERY, supra note 40, at 3–72, 155–57 (Ferguson), 133–36, 141–47 (Baltimore).
equipment against protesters in Ferguson.\textsuperscript{44} In most, but not all cases, the police officers were either not indicted or not convicted for the shootings.\textsuperscript{45} The relative lack of convictions heightened public cynicism, particularly among African Americans, about the failure of local criminal justice systems to provide justice for the families, friends, and neighbors of the victims of police-related deaths.

The series of fatal police shootings and the protests that followed received intense media coverage. A study of the media coverage of three deaths at the hands of the police (in Ferguson, Missouri; North Charleston, South Carolina; and Baltimore, Maryland) found a “clear departure” from media coverage in previous years with respect to explanatory factors included in the coverage.\textsuperscript{46} The study found greater discussion of “structural factors,” defined as “institutional or societal factors.”\textsuperscript{47} In the quantitative analysis of local newspapers, the authors of the study employed a category of “Accountability Deficiency,” meaning the failure of police departments to hold their officers accountable.\textsuperscript{48} The authors conclude that “mainstream news reporting may be contributing to a ‘new visibility’ and critique of police wrongdoing.”\textsuperscript{49}

The intense media coverage of police shootings and the resulting protests had a significant impact on public attitudes about race and policing. A 2016 PEW Research Center survey of public attitudes on race in the U.S. found “profound differences” in the attitudes of whites and blacks, with 84% of blacks feeling blacks were “treated less fairly” than whites, compared with 50% of whites.\textsuperscript{50} Almost half (47%) of blacks reported they had been “treated like they were suspicious” (and not just by the police), compared with only 10% of whites.\textsuperscript{51}

\section{Responses at the National, State, and Local Levels}

\subsection{National Level Responses}

The National Police Crisis prompted a number of important responses at the national level. Most important, in December 2014, President Barack Obama

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{46} Lee, Weitzer & Martinez, supra note 25, at 208.
\item \textsuperscript{47} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.} at 210 (“accountability deficiency”).
\item \textsuperscript{49} \textit{Id.} at 217.
\item \textsuperscript{51} \textit{Id.} at 5. See also the deep racial divide found in a study of traffic enforcement in the Kansas City metropolitan area. \textit{CHARLES R. EPP, STEVEN MAYNARD-MOODY & DONALD HAIDER-MARKEL, PULLED OVER: HOW POLICE STOPS DEFINE RACE AND CITIZENSHIP} (2014).
\end{itemize}
established the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, the first-ever presidential commission or task force devoted exclusively to the police. By comparison, the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (the “Kerner Commission”), created to study the riots of the 1964–1967 years, devoted only two full chapters to an examination of American policing and its problems.

The series of fatal shootings of young African American men focused national attention on the issue of police use of deadly force. Journalists discovered that the generally accepted national estimate of the number of people shot and killed by the police every year was not reliable. The FBI’s Supplemental Homicide Reports data on Law Enforcement Officers Assaulted and Killed is a voluntary system, and many departments do not submit their data. Nor is the data that is submitted audited by the FBI. In response, two news media outlets, the Washington Post and the Guardian, undertook their own surveys of fatal police shootings in 2015, using all possible sources, including social media. Both surveys found that the actual number of people shot and killed by police is about twice the official FBI figure. The Washington Post found that 986 people were fatally shot by the police in 2015, compared with 459 in the FBI data. Law professor Franklin Zimring, meanwhile, examined all three federal sources of data on persons shot and killed by the police, and found that the other two reached estimates roughly similar to the FBI count, while a “crowdsourcing” estimate was close to the Washington Post estimate.

The National Police Crisis also brought unprecedented attention to the role of police unions as a factor in police governance and particularly to provisions of collective bargaining agreements that serve to impede holding police officers accountable. The new activist group Black Lives Matter published a

54. Swaine et al., supra note 25.
55. See supra notes 52–53.
56. See supra notes 53–54.
57. See generally FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING, WHEN POLICE KILL (2017).
pioneering examination of collective bargaining agreements. It identified several contract provisions impeding accountability-related policies, including waiting periods before an officer can be questioned by supervisors about an incident (most commonly involving a forty-eight-hour waiting period); provisions allowing officers to purge disciplinary actions from their personnel files; and discipline appeal procedures that often result in the serious mitigation of punishment or, in the case of arbitration, procedures that often result in terminations being overturned.

2. State and Local Legislation and Investigations

Heightened public awareness of police misconduct led to a wave of accountability-related state legislation in 2015 and 2016. Thirty-four states and the District of Columbia, passed seventy-nine bills, resolutions, or executive orders related to police policies and practices. The total was four times that of the 2012–2014 period. Colorado, for example, enacted ten bills, in what was labelled the “Building Trust Package.”

The new legislation covered a broad range of police issues, which a Vera Institute report divided into three general categories: (1) “Improving Police Operations” with laws related to police use of force, chokeholds, racial or “identity” profiling (with laws in eleven states); (2) “Documenting Police Operations” with laws on police body-worn cameras (the most popular issue, with laws in twenty-eight states), legal protections for recording police actions, and public information on all officer-involved shootings; and (3) “Increasing Accountability” with laws providing for more independent investigation and prosecution of police shooting cases, requiring written policies on the investigation of officer-involved deaths. The Vera report concluded that the “proliferation” of statutes enacted in this period “represent a change in the course of policing reform.”

Also reflecting heightened concern about police misconduct, a number of police accountability-related measures were created at the municipal level, either by city councils or by referenda. The voters in Oakland, California, in...
2016, passed a referendum creating an elected Police Commission to oversee the Oakland Police Department’s policies and procedures and also to investigate police misconduct incidents and recommend discipline. 72 Chicago, in late 2016, created a new inspector general for the police department, as a unit in the Chicago Inspector General’s office dedicated to the police department. 73 Also, in Chicago, the Grassroots Action for Police Accountability (“GAPA”) began an organizing effort to propose an ordinance to create an elected citizens police commission with the power to adopt policies for the Chicago Police Department and also to have a role in the hiring and termination of the Chicago police superintendent. 74 In June 2017, Seattle, Washington completed the process of creating three separate agencies providing greater citizen oversight of the police: a revised Office of Professional Accountability, a new Inspector General, and a permanent Community Police Commission, putting the city in a unique category in terms of the number and authority of external oversight agencies for the police. 75

3. Actions by State Attorneys General

In another significant development in 2017–2018, the attorneys general in Illinois and California took important steps on behalf of greater police accountability. In August 2017, the Attorney General of Illinois sued the Chicago Police Department and then initiated negotiations to secure a consent decree to require a set of reforms; a draft consent decree was issued in late July 2018. 76 The U.S. Justice Department under the Obama Administration had investigated the Chicago police and delivered a report of its findings in early 2017, days be-

The Chicago report closely resembled the SLS reports that preceded settlements in other pattern or practice investigations. Public expectations for reform were also enhanced by the April 2016 report of the Chicago Police Accountability Task Force, which provided a scathing analysis of Chicago police abuses and the failure of the existing accountability systems. In seeking its own consent decree with the Chicago Police Department, the Illinois Attorney General stepped into the void created by the termination of the pattern or practice program by the Trump Administration.

In early 2018, meanwhile, the Attorney General of California agreed to serve as the Monitor of a settlement agreement involving the San Francisco Police Department. The settlement agreement was the result of a Justice Department Collaborative Reform investigation of the police department that could not be implemented when the Trump Administration cancelled the Collaborative Reform program. The San Francisco Police Department had previously been the subject of a highly critical Blue Ribbon Panel, organized by the San Francisco District Attorney. The Mayor of San Francisco and the Chief of Police were determined to pursue reform of the department and, consequently, requested that the State Attorney General serve as the Monitor of the implementation process. The San Francisco case was not an exception for the Attorney General with regard to police reform. The Attorney General’s office maintains a program on 21st Century Policing, which involves supporting accountability-related legislation and investigating law enforcement agencies for civil rights violations.

The actions by the two state attorneys general in this regard not only fill the void left by the withdrawal of the Justice Department but also serve as potential models for similar reform efforts by other state attorneys general. Should they choose to follow this model, it would greatly enhance the number of agencies active in pursuing police reform.

---

78. See Section IV.A.
80. Memorandum of Understanding, San Francisco, supra note 34, at 1.
82. San Francisco District Attorney, supra note 32, at 1.
83. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Collaborative Reform Initiative, supra note 81, at 19.
4. Summary

The actions by state legislatures, attorneys general, and local officials described above are particularly significant with respect to the future of accountability-related police reform. The state and municipal legislative actions indicate a broad base of public support for police reform and the readiness of elected officials to respond to public demands on that issue. It is entirely possible, of course, that unforeseen events (e.g., a major international crisis or severe economic recession) could divert public attention away from police reform. But it is equally possible that no such crisis will occur and that public support for police reform will continue in the foreseeable future. The actions of the two state attorneys general, meanwhile, mark the entry of an important legal force into the field of police reform, the combined resources of which far exceeds that of the U.S. Justice Department.

III. THE NEW CONVERSATION ABOUT POLICING AND POLICE REFORM

A. The Development of the New Conversation

The National Police Crisis provoked much public protest, investigative research, and debate that eventually led to a New Conversation about the state of policing and police reform. The New Conversation involves a rough consensus on principles, policies, and practices to guide future accountability-related police reform efforts. This Part examines two of the three major voices that contributed in different ways to the rough consensus. The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing in 2015 articulated a set of basic principles for policing and police reform.85 PERF, representing larger city police chiefs, meanwhile, published a series of reports, which advanced an interrelated set of policy recommendations on police use of force; de-escalation; and tactical decision-making, police training, and related issues.86 The reforms embodied in the DOJ settlements are examined in Part IV. Although these sources acted independently of each other and had different points of emphases, they shared the same currents of thinking about police reform and reached a rough consensus of opinion regarding the needed reforms.87

B. The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing

The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing issued its Final Report in May 2015, declaring that a national crisis of trust and confidence in local police departments existed across the country and articulating a set of prin-

85. FINAL REPORT, supra note 26, at 1.
87. With varying degrees of emphasis, the common elements in the three sources contributing to the New Conversation include legitimacy, procedural justice, de-escalation, openness, and transparency on the part of police departments, officer wellness, and engagement with the community.
NATIONAL POLICE CRISIS

plices and fifty-four recommendations (with accompanying recommended “Action Items”) designed to address that crisis. In developing its report, the Task Force cast a wide net, conducting seven “listening sessions” in three cities, which included testimony from a broad range of law enforcement managers, police union officials, academics, social service providers, community activists, and representatives of professional associations. Through this process the Task Force’s Final Report captured the most important new thinking about policing and police reform that had been emerging among police experts for several years. While none of the ideas promulgated by the Task Force were new, the Task Force brought them to fore, presented them as a coherent package, and gave them the imprimatur of a presidential task force.

The Task Force’s Final Report opened with a declaration that “recent events . . . have exposed rifts in the relationship between local police and the communities they protect and serve.” Interestingly, despite the fact that the events that created the National Police Crisis involved the deaths of African Americans at the hands of the police, the report handled the issue of race very gingerly. The introduction contains only one passing reference to “young people of color [who] do not feel as they are being treated fairly.”

The most notable contribution of the Task Force report was to emphatically place the concept of legitimacy at the center of the discussion of American policing. Concern about legitimacy had been developing among police experts for some years, but the Task Force catapulted it to the forefront of what developed as the New Conversation in policing. To achieve legitimacy, the Task Force argued that police departments had to practice procedural justice in their interactions with members of the public. In brief, procedural justice involves officers treating people they encounter with respect, including introducing themselves, explaining the reason for the encounter, listening to the person’s questions or concerns, answering any questions, and ending the encounter with an explanation of the result of the encounter.

89. Id. at 73–82 (describing the listening sessions and their respective participants).
90. Id. at 1.
91. Id. at 5. The delicate handling of the issue of race by the President’s Task Force contrasts sharply with the blunt opening declaration by the 1968 Kerner Commission that “[o]ur nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.” Nat’l Advisory Comm’n on Civil Disorders, supra note 53, at 1. In truth, however, the Kerner Commission itself downplayed the depth of the race crisis by arguing that the nation is “moving toward” great racial division, since most informed observers of American society at the time would undoubtedly have argued that it was already deeply divided into two societies divided by race.
94. Tyler & Wakschlag, supra note 93, at 278.
erations, as a means of reducing the polarization between management and rank-and-file officers. The Task Force also made recommendations on subjects that have become integral parts of the New Conversation about policing and police reform: conducting independent investigations of police shooting incidents; making public police department data on stops and arrests; making police department policies and procedures public; involving the public in police policy-making; adopting de-escalation as a tactic for avoiding use of force in officer encounters with members of the public; and providing offices with training on unconscious bias (the idea that police officers, as with virtually all Americans, hold unconscious stereotypes and biases related to race, ethnicity, gender, and other demographic categories), along with many other recommendations (many of which are not directly relevant to the issues of accountability-related reforms).

Apart from one Action Item recommending de-escalation, the President’s Task Force did not make any specific recommendations related to strategies to reduce police officer uses of force or, crucially, the reporting and review of force incidents. That void was filled by the two other main contributors to the New Conversation, which are discussed below: the reports of the PERF and the settlements negotiated in the Justice Department’s pattern or practice program.

C. Police Chiefs and Commanders Speak: The PERF Reports

An important voice in the New Conversation involves a series of reports published by the PERF, a professional association of police chief executives. PERF was created in 1976 as an effort to provide more progressive leadership for the law enforcement profession than was being provided by the International Association of Chiefs of Police (“IACP”). Membership in the IACP is open to chiefs in all of the 18,000 law enforcement agencies in the U.S. and, as a result, is heavily influenced by its members from the smaller agencies. PERF members must be a chief executive at an agency with a minimum of 100 full-
time employees or serve a community of 50,000 or more people. Compared with the IACP, PERF has always been more responsive to the issues affecting policing in the larger cities and, as a result, has been more progressive in its outlook on controversial issues. On several points, the themes in the PERF reports considered here predated the National Police Crisis, and in some important respects the crisis reinforced ideas that were already developing among some police chiefs and commanders before August 2014.

The PERF reports are a voice to be reckoned with in American policing. Each report is based on a working conference (or is a research report) involving police chiefs, command-level officers, academic police experts, representatives from relevant social service agencies, and representatives from the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Justice Department. The resulting reports contain statements by chiefs about what they are already doing in their departments on the issue at hand and, therefore, provide evidence of changing police practices. The PERF reports contributed to the New Conversation by advancing police policies and training practices that translate the principles articulated by the President’s Task Force into steps that police departments can take.

Thirteen PERF reports published between 2012 and early 2018 are relevant to the discussion in this Article. Several directly challenge conventional thinking and practices in American policing. PERF Executive Director Charles Wexler acknowledged advanced thinking in the introduction to one report when he advised PERF members that some of the ideas “may be difficult to accept.”

The most notable PERF report, Guiding Principles on Use of Force, broke new ground with a sharp criticism of the Supreme Court’s decision in Graham v. Connor (1989), arguing that the court did not provide meaningful guidance to the police in controlling officer use of force. The Graham decision established the prevailing constitutional standard of “objective reasonableness” on the use of force. In brief, use of force is reasonable when related to the seriousness of the incident, whether there is an immediate threat to the officer or another person, and whether the subject is resisting arrest. The Graham decision...
decision is today cited in many police department use of force policies. The PERF report complains that the decision “outlines broad principles regarding what police officers can legally do in possible use-of-force situations, but it does not provide specific guidance on what officers should do.” The result is use of force incidents that are “lawful but awful.” That is, they met the Supreme Court’s test of objective reasonableness but were unnecessary because other nonlethal responses were available, and the results had very adverse consequences in terms of community relations. The PERF report then responded to its complaint that the decision “offers little guidance . . . on how police agencies should devise their policies, strategies, tactics, and training regarding the wide range of use-of-force issues” with its own recommendations to fill that void. The PERF response involved interrelated ideas and policies the organization had been developing in earlier reports, which have become key parts of the New Conversation. The starting point for its recommendations is the recognition that in many encounters with people, particularly those with the possibility of conflict, police officers have considerable capacity to shape the outcome through their tactical decisions. The choice of one tactic can significantly reduce the likelihood that the officer will use force, while a different tactic can significantly increase the likelihood. Research on police encounters has established that few police encounters involve the proverbial “split second decision,” in which an officer must react immediately, but are typically scenarios that play out over time (perhaps for as short a time as one minute) and offer opportuni-
ties for officers to reassess and adjust their responses. Thus, the concept of tactical decision-making, which includes de-escalation as only one alternative, emerges as a guiding principle for police department policies, training, and supervision to fill in the void left by Graham.

Discussions of the different tactics available under the tactical decision-making framework appear in several different PERF reports. As already mentioned, de-escalation is only one available option. A basic tactic involves “slowing down” an encounter in order to buy time to better assess the situation, consider different options, and possibly to call in back-up officers if appropriate. Keeping a safe distance from the person who is the subject of the call to the police is one tactic for slowing down an encounter. A commander for the Los Angeles Police Department at one PERF conference reduced the new line of thinking to a short formula: “distance = time = options = resources.”

Keeping a safe distance from a person reduces chances of that person physically attacking the officer and having the officer use force to assert control of the encounter. Gaining time to call in additional resources, for example, facilitates the use of crisis intervention teams, which have become a major element in the New Conversation as a response to the nation’s mental health crisis and the consequent increase in mental health-related calls to the police. Another tactic involves “positioning” (also known as “cover and concealment”), in which an officer takes a position vis-à-vis the subject that does not expose him or her to attack by the subject.

The various PERF reports devote considerable time to discussions of improving police training related to the use of force and tactical decision-making as a way of reducing force incidents. The 2015 PERF report on Re-Engineering Training on Police Use of Force is a stinging critique of current police training curricula, and the resulting discussions dovetail with the PERF recommenda-

114. GEOFFREY P. ALPERT & ROGER G. DUNHAM, UNDERSTANDING POLICE USE OF FORCE: OFFICERS, SUSPECTS, AND RECIPROCITY (2004) (identifying ten stages); PETER SCHARF & ARNOLD BINDER, THE BADGE AND THE BULLET: POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE 117 (1983) (identifying four different stages of officer behavior in armed encounters). See the application of the scenario analysis in police shootings and the consequent identification of various failures that are capable of being corrected. STEWART ET AL., supra note 9, at 44–59 (identifying the most common tactical errors, with recommendations for corrective action).
116. Id. at 5.
117. Id.
118. Id. at 52–53 (“Time gives you the ability to community with the suspect; Time gives you the ability to make a tactical plan. And time gives you the ability to get resources to the scene.”).
119. The Special Litigation Section’s investigation of the Portland, Oregon, police department focused primarily on the department’s response to people experiencing mental health crises. U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, CIVIL RIGHTS DIV., INVESTIGATION OF THE PORTLAND POLICE BUREAU 6–7 (2012), https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crt/legacy/2012/09/17/ppb_findings_9-12-12.pdf [hereinafter DOJ, INVESTIGATION OF PORTLAND] (quoting a senior command officer that “over his career, encounters with people in crisis have gone from a couple of times a month to a couple of times a day”). The depth of the nation’s crisis regarding mental health care and treatment is indicated by the fact that the Justice Department’s Special Litigation Section had a unit that investigated mental health facilities, and between 2001 and 2010, it investigated seventeen institutions in eight states and the District of Columbia. See Special Litigation Section—Archives, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., https://www.justice.gov/crt/special-litigation-section-archives-0 (last visited Oct. 9, 2018).
120. PERF, RE-ENGINEERING TRAINING, supra note 106, at 56 (“repositioning”).
tions related to the *Graham* decision. A survey of recruit training practices conducted for the report found that the 280 law enforcement agencies surveyed devoted an average of fifty-eight hours of recruit training to “Firearms,” along with forty-nine hours to “Defensive Tactics” and forty hours to “Con law/legal issues.” By comparison, agencies devoted an average of ten hours to “communication skills,” and eight hours each to “UoF [use of force] Policy,” de-escalation, and “crisis intervention.” Use of a “Baton” and “ECW” [electro conducted weapon or Taser] also received eight hours of training. The amount of time spent in favor of the various aspects of use of force compared with alternative means of resolving encounters was startling and effectively made a basic point: if the police concentrate training time on the use of force, officers will understand that force is their primary tool for resolving encounters.

The bulk of the *Re-Engineering Training* report is taken up with discussions among conference participants regarding criticisms of the standard justifications of use of force and of the new alternatives, including crisis intervention, the need for a “guardian” as opposed to a “warrior” mindset within the police subculture, and scenario-based rather than lecture-based police officer training. A significant aspect of the conference discussions in the *Re-Engineering Training* report is that they did not consider the principal issues in the abstract but instead provided testimony by police chiefs and command-level officers of how they had implemented or were implementing the new approaches in their departments. The participants, moreover, represented the nation’s largest departments (e.g., New York City, Los Angeles) and medium-sized and small departments (e.g., Woburn, Massachusetts; Camden, New Jersey; Leesburg, Virginia). This testimony is perhaps the best evidence that the new approaches to controlling officer use of force have begun to take root in police departments around the country.

The PERF recommendations regarding tactical decision-making directly confront one of the major obstacles to police reforms: the norms of the traditional police culture, particularly the “warrior” mentality that has dominated American policing for decades. The “warrior” mentality emphasizes toughness,
a preoccupation with always “winning” in an encounter and never showing signs of weakness or appearing to retreat.\footnote{Id. at 36.} In one of the most influential contributions to the New Conversation, Sue Rahr and Stephen K. Rice argue that the traditional “warrior” mentality is contrary to the values of American democracy and call for replacing it with a “guardian” mindset, in which an officer “operates as part of the community, demonstrating empathy and employing procedural justice principles during interactions.”\footnote{RAHR & RICE, supra note 127, at 3.} Changing that deeply ingrained mentality is a major hurdle. Chief Scott Thomson of the Camden, New Jersey Police Department pointed out that traditionally in policing “culture will trump policy every time.”\footnote{PERF, RE-ENGINEERING TRAINING, supra note 106, at 22.} At the PERF conference on re-engineering police training, the Chief of the Leesberg, Virginia Police Department described the traditional officer view as “I can’t back down; I need to win at all costs,” pointing out that it often leads to many inappropriate incidents.\footnote{Id. at 29 (Leesberg).} The chief of the Woburn, Massachusetts Police Department argued that it is necessary to convince officers that “there is no shame in tactically retreating and calling for backup.”\footnote{Id. at 19 (Woburn).} In the traditional police subculture the word “retreat” is unthinkable, and PERF conference participants preferred such terms of “tactical disengagement” or re-positioning.\footnote{Id. at 5 (tactical disengagement); id. at 56 (repositioning).}

In a final comment of the Guiding Principles report, it should be noted that the PERF criticism of Graham in the report is an unprecedented event in the history of American policing. Never before has a leading police professional association argued for a higher standard on controlling a critical police activity than the one set by the Supreme Court. Beginning in the mid-1950s, and reaching its peak in the 1960s, the law enforcement profession (joined by political conservatives) sharply criticized the court for intruding into matters best left to law enforcement professionals and imposing rules that restrict (“handcuff,” in the more extreme rhetoric of the day) police crime-fighting efforts.\footnote{WALKER, supra note 62, at 180–83.} The PERF critique of Graham, in fact, provoked a response by other law enforcement professional associations, led by the IACP, who issued their own alternative statement on police use of force.\footnote{NATIONAL CONSENSUS POLICY AND DISCUSSION PAPER ON USE OF FORCE 3 (2017), http://www.theiacp.org/Portals/0/documents/pdfs/National_Consensus_Policy_On_Use_of_Force.pdf (endorsing without criticism the Graham standard: “An officer is authorized to use deadly force when it is objectively reasonable under the totality of the circumstances.”). The National Consensus Policy was endorsed by eleven law enforcement and police labor organizations. Id. at 16.} Most notably in a rebuke to PERF, the report reaffirmed its support of the Supreme Court’s Graham decision.\footnote{Id. at 2, 7–8.} Suggesting some ambivalence among the constituent groups, however, the published document was explicitly designed as a “Discussion Paper” and “not intended to be a national standard by which all agencies are held ac-
countable.” Two national-level sheriffs’ associations represented the strongest opposition to the PERF position and refused to endorse the coalition statement, going to far as to argue against the very idea of a generally applicable national standard on use of force.

Two other PERF reports indicate that the thinking among its leading members has moved a long way away from the ritualistic anti-civil libertarian posture of years past. The 2015 report on Constitutional Policing as a Cornerstone of Community Policing would undoubtedly surprise most civil libertarians, with its theme that “The Constitution is Our Boss.” This once unthinkable concept for the police is made palatable by some astute framing strategies. Labeling the Constitution “our boss” frames the issue in terms of the traditional hierarchical organizational structure and command and control culture of American policing. The report also frames constitutional principles in terms of established police commitments: first as a “cornerstone” of community policing and second as a necessary companion of legitimacy.

The 2013 PERF report on the Justice Department’s pattern or practice program is notable for its lack of hostility to the program and the number of favorable statements about the program from chiefs or former chiefs or current commanders who experienced consent decrees. In past decades, one would have expected to hear a stream of criticisms of federal intervention and expensive court-enforced requirements. Instead, as discussed below, chiefs and former chiefs with consent decree experience from Cincinnati, Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles testified that, despite much pain at the outset, their departments were much improved as a result of the consent decrees.

139. Id. at 5 (emphasis in original).
140. The two sheriffs’ group’s position, in effect, rejects the fundamental idea of professional standards, which presumably would extend to accreditation and any attempt to establish “best practices” in policing. Tom Jackson, National Police Groups Add De-Escalation to New Model Policy on Use of Force, WASH. POST (Jan. 17, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/true-crime/wp/2017/01/17/national-police-groups-add-de-escalation-to-new-model-policy-on-use-of-force/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.7707574aadfa. Sandra Hutchens, a sheriff affiliated with the Major County Sheriffs’ Associations, argued that “a one-size fits-all policy is impractical; what is proper and accepted in one city or county may be contrary to law and/or community tolerance in another.” Id.
141. WALKER, supra note 62, at 180–83 (discussing the conflicts over the police-related Supreme Court decisions that flared in the 1960s).
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143. Id. at 2 (quoting New Haven, Connecticut, Police Chief Dean Esserman, that “[t]he Constitution is our boss”).
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145. POLICE EXEC. RESEARCH FORUM, CIVIL RIGHTS INVESTIGATIONS OF LOCAL POLICE: LESSONS LEARNED (2013), http://www.policeforum.org/assets/docs/Critical_Issues_Series/civil%20rights%20investigations%20of%20local%20police%20%20lessons%20learned%202013.pdf [hereinafter POLICE EXEC. RESEARCH FORUM, CIVIL RIGHTS INVESTIGATIONS]. Representatives from two cities made belligerent comments about some aspects of the program, but their strongest remarks were not included in the published report of the conference. (Personal observation of this author).
146. Id. at 34–35.
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It is important to conclude this Part of the Article with a major caveat. The ideas and policies expressed in the various PERF reports are indeed promising and provide important direction for future police reform. Nonetheless, we cannot ignore the well-known fact that organizational change in American policing has always been slow and halting. (The organizational changes discussed in Part IV of the Article, below, had the power of judicial enforcement behind them). Another inescapable fact is that the U.S. has 18,000 separate law enforcement agencies, with (apart from the Supreme Court) no central governing authority. Even state governments have exercised relatively little control over the operational details of local policing. The challenge is compounded by the long and sad history of important police reforms in the past that simply faded away with time. In short, the possibility of continued police reform in the near future is strong, but nothing in the world of American policing is certain.

IV. THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT’S “PATTERN OR PRACTICE” PROGRAM: DIRECT AND COLLATERAL IMPACTS

This Part examines the twenty-year history of the Justice Department’s pattern or practice program of investigating local and state law enforcement agencies for violations of people’s civil rights, and where the evidence finds a pattern or practice of violations, in forty cases suing the department in question and negotiating a judicially enforced settlement. As argued earlier, the pattern or practice program was an unprecedented event in the history of American policing. Never before had the federal government intervened so directly into local police departments for the purpose of ending unconstitutional police practices and reaching settlements requiring sweeping reforms backed by judicial enforcement. As already indicated, the substantive reforms in the various DOJ settlements involve practices that implement and enforce the principles articulated by the President’s Task Force and the policies recommended by the PERF reports discussed in this Article. This Part also discusses some of the collateral consequences of the DOJ program that have had important implications for police accountability.

A. The Nature and Scope of the Justice Department’s Program

The January 2017 report by the Civil Rights Division on the Special Litigation Section’s pattern or practice program reported that the program under-
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took sixty-nine formal investigations of local and some state agencies, which resulted in forty formal settlements in the form of consent decrees or memoranda of agreements.\(^\text{153}\) The report explains that because the SLS received hundreds of inquiries and requests for investigations, and given the Section’s limited resources, it used three principles to guide its decisions in selecting which cases merited investigation:\(^\text{154}\) (1) whether the violations in a jurisdiction “represent an issue common to many law enforcement agencies” around the country; (2) whether the violations “represent an emerging or developing issue, such that reforms could have an impact” beyond the agency immediately in question; and (3) whether the violations represent, beyond certain “core issues,” special issues affecting law enforcement agencies, such that any resulting reforms “might help set a standard for reform” for other agencies.\(^\text{155}\)

When a formal investigation found a pattern or practice of violations of constitutional rights, the SLS negotiated with local authorities to reach a judicially enforced settlement agreement.\(^\text{156}\) The term “settlement” has been used somewhat loosely in the existing literature and requires some clarification. The term has been used to include consent decrees,\(^\text{157}\) memoranda of agreement (“MOA”), and technical assistance letters.\(^\text{158}\) Unlike the other settlements, technical assistance letters are not court-enforceable.\(^\text{159}\) It should be noted that

---

153. DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 8. Special litigation inquiries begin with a “preliminary investigation,” which results in a “formal investigation” where there appears to be evidence of a pattern or practice of violations of constitutional rights. At that point, local officials are officially notified that a formal investigation will occur. Formal investigations in all but a few cases have resulted in a formal settlement. The process is described in Stephen D. Rushin & Griffin Edwards, De-Policing, 102 CORNELL L. REV. 721, 726–28 (2017).


155. DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 6.

156. It is noteworthy that only two jurisdictions refused to settle and forced the Justice Department to take them to court. The two are the Alamance, North Carolina, Sheriff’s Department (the history of the case is in https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/886406/download) and the Maricopa County, Arizona, Sheriff’s Department (the history of the complex and multi-faceted case, which involved the nationally famous Sheriff Joe Arpaio, is in https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/785481/download). It should be noted that in both cases, the chief law enforcement officer was motivated in large part by conservative ideological considerations. See generally Stephen Rushin, Competing Case Studies of Structural Reform Litigation in American Police Departments, 14 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 113 (2016) (discussing the Alamance County case). The question of why most jurisdictions settled has not been researched, but in many instances, it is very likely that mayoral administrations concluded that a protracted trial would only aggravate already tense community relations regarding police misconduct.

157. The term “Settlement Agreement” has been used in some cases to refer to what is essentially a consent decree. See supra note 156 and accompanying text.


159. Among critics of the Justice Department’s pattern or practice program, judicial enforcement of settlements has been a major issue. Space in this Article does not permit a full discussion of this issue. Nonetheless, it is important to note that with respect to two law enforcement agencies, Cleveland, Ohio, and Miami, Florida, the SLS initially investigated and resolved the investigations with non-enforceable Findings Letters. In both cases, police abuses continued, and the Section returned several years later to investigate again and reached judicially enforced consent decrees. See Letter from U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Civil Rights Div., to Subodh Chandra, Director of Law, City of Cleveland, Agreement to Conclude DOJ’S Investigation of the Cleveland
The various SLS settlements contain a roughly similar set of requirements. They include: administrative controls over police use of force and/or traffic and pedestrian stops; requirements related to police officers completing reports on all use of force or stop incidents; requirements that officers’ supervisors critically review all officer incident reports; administrative procedures for systematically reviewing use of force and stop reports for the purpose of identifying organizational problems that need to be corrected; early intervention systems designed to identify officers with performance problems and to apply an appropriate intervention to correct identified performance problems; improvements in the citizen complaint processes for the purpose of making them more open and accessible and also for improving the investigation of complaints; and improved training related to the previously noted requirements.

As is argued below, the content of settlements changed in significant ways between the “first generation” and the “second generation” of settlements.

Division of Police’s Use of Deadly Force (Feb. 9, 2004); Letter from U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Civil Rights Div., to Mr. Alejandro Vilarello, supra note 158.


162. DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 25–34 (“B) The Substance of the Division’s Police Reform Agreements”).

163. The Justice Department pattern or practice approach to police reform embraces the concept of “Accountability-Based Policing” that relies primarily on internal police department procedures rather than judicially enforced standards of constitutional law as the principal tool for holding police officers accountable for their conduct. See generally David A. Harris, How Accountability-Based Policing Can Reinforce—or Replace—the Fourth Amendment Exclusionary Rule, 7 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 149 (2009). The most important early advocate of the accountability-based approach was Goldstein, supra note 110, at 157–86 (drawing upon his various article in the 1960s); see also WALKER & ARCHIBOLD, supra note 110.

164. DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 23 (referring to the two “generations” of settlements). The two “generations” essentially coincide with the presidential administrations of Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, respectively. See infra Part V.
B. Evaluations of the Effectiveness of the “Pattern or Practice” Program

1. Formal Evaluations

Several SLS settlements have been the subject of formal evaluations. Some evaluations confine themselves to a few issues, or even just one, while others assess a broader range of issues and use multiple methods to investigate them.65 There is, however, no evaluation that attempts a comprehensive assessment of all the reforms and goals of a single DOJ settlement. Because settlements involve a broad range of required reforms, with multiple impacts, a comprehensive assessment would be an extremely daunting challenge in terms of work effort and cost.166

The various evaluations generally found SLS settlements to have been successful in achieving their stated goals.167 There is no case where a settlement has been found to have been a failure.168 The evaluations of the SLS settlements are important to the argument in this Article. If the existing evaluations were generally unfavorable, it would undermine the argument advanced herein that the settlements contribute to the New Conversation and the roadmap for future police reform.

The first evaluation of an SLS settlement was a two-part Vera Institute study of the Pittsburgh consent decree experience.169 The second report (completed fairly soon after the end of the consent decree) concluded that the decree had “dramatically changed the culture” of the police department.170 Accountability-related reforms “remained in full force” following the end of judicial oversight.171 The early intervention system continued to be “a functional sys-

165. DOI, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 38.
166. As a result, we may never have a comprehensive assessment of the impact of a consent decree, taking into account all the requirements related to use of force and stops of citizens, department-wide accountability mechanisms, impact on racial disparities in basic police activities, changes in training, changes in the citizen complaint process, impact on the police officer culture, and impact on public attitudes, particularly among communities of color.
168. The notable exception to this rule is the settlement in Oakland, California. Although arising from a private law suit, it is essentially identical to the SLS settlements in terms of content. The police department has not achieved compliance after fifteen years. There is no independent assessment of this failure however. Negotiated Settlement Agreement, Allen v. City of Oakland, No. C00-4599 (N.D. Ca. 2003).
170. DAVIS ET AL., FEDERAL INTERVENTION, supra note 169, at 40.
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tem that helped to create broad accountability” within the department.\(^\text{172}\) Although officers complained about fears of being unfairly disciplined, and about excessive paperwork, the evaluation found no statistical evidence of reduced law enforcement effort as a result of the required reforms (a phenomenon generally referred to as “de-policing”).\(^\text{173}\) Focus groups and a written survey of officers revealed greater sensitivity to “the appearance of unequal enforcement,” and that “[a]s time passed, officers got used to the new” accountability-related procedures.\(^\text{174}\)

A subsequent but more limited evaluation by Chanin covered Pittsburgh, in part, and found that because of changes in the mayor’s office and city budget problems, there was considerable “backsliding” in the vitality of the consent decree’s reforms.\(^\text{175}\) The backsliding finding raises the important issue of the sustainability of reforms, an issue that has been relevant to many other police reforms over the past several decades.\(^\text{176}\)

The most thorough evaluation of a settlement is a study of the Los Angeles Police Department consent decree by a team from Harvard University (although it too was completed fairly soon after most of the decree had been implemented).\(^\text{177}\) The evaluation reached the very positive conclusion that the LAPD was “much changed” as a result of the consent decree, with both the “quantity and the quality of [law] enforcement activity hav[ing] risen substantially.”\(^\text{178}\) Stops of citizens and arrests had risen and serious crime had fallen. Twice as many local residents surveyed reported improvement in department practices as saw deterioration.\(^\text{179}\) Although officers complained about the burden of the new reporting requirements and there was talk of “de-policing,” the data on officer enforcement activities indicated that they had actually increased under the consent decree.\(^\text{180}\) The implications of this finding are discussed below.\(^\text{181}\)

\(^{172}\) Id. at 8.
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\(^{175}\) Joshua M. Chanin, Examining the Sustainability of Pattern or Practice Police Misconduct Reform, 18 POLICE Q. 163, 170–75 (2015).

\(^{176}\) Id. at 175. On the problem of sustaining police reforms, see Walker, Institutionalizing Police Accountability Reforms, supra note 150. See also Walker, Governing the American Police, supra note 149, at 616.


\(^{178}\) Id. at ii (“Executive Summary”).
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\(^{181}\) See infra Subsection IV.C.5.c.
Notably, the LAPD evaluation found significant improvements in race relations, one of the longest-standing problems with the department. In a survey of public opinion “the vast majority of [residents in] each racial and ethnic group” were hopeful that LAPD enforcement practices would, in the next three years, continue “respecting their rights and complying with the law.” Teenagers and young adults in focus groups, however, were less positive than older participants. Particularly surprising, over half of persons arrested (thirty-nine of seventy-one) and interviewed within three hours after their arrest, reported that the LAPD was doing a “good” or “excellent” job. Presumptively, persons just arrested would be the group most critical of police conduct. With respect to the key issues of organizational change and police-race relations, the LAPD evaluation presents the most positive findings among all the evaluations.

Stephen Rushin also examined the impact of the Los Angeles consent decree in a comparative evaluation involving another jurisdiction, and concluded that the overall result was “encouraging.” The LAPD had improved with respect to “the constitutionality of its police force with little compromise” to its efficiency or effectiveness on crime control. Rushin also found that civil litigation payouts for police misconduct dropped from over $13 million in 2002 to only a little more than $3 million in 2006.

The 2002 Collaborative Agreement with regard to the Cincinnati Police Department, which settled a set of private lawsuits alleging race discrimination in police stops and was signed as a parallel agreement to a MOA settling a Justice Department investigation of the department, included a provision for “periodic surveys” of the impact of the court-ordered reforms. The RAND Corporation contracted to conduct surveys for five years and produced seven reports covering field stops, arrests, searches, uses of force, traffic stops, public attitudes, and officer perceptions of the reform process. The final RAND report in 2009 found that “[p]olice-community relations have improved in a number of ways.” African American residents perceived an improvement in “police professionalism” and that racial profiling had declined between 2003 and 2008. The adoption of electronic control devices appeared to help reduce the incidence of serious uses of force. A significant decline in the crime rate re-
duced the number of arrests, which undoubtedly reduced the number of police-citizen encounters likely to result in the use of force by officers. Particularly notable with respect to traffic stops, video recordings of stops revealed an improvement in the “communication quality” of officer behavior, with officers exhibiting “better listening” skills and greater patience and helpfulness.

The RAND survey did find racial disparities in some but not all post-stop procedures. African American drivers were subject to stops of longer duration and were more likely to be searched (although searches yielded contraband at equal rates for white and black drivers). African American drivers were more likely to be subject to “proactive” policing such as being asked for identification. The RAND report speculated that the intrusive nature of these proactive police actions, independent of stops per se, help to explain why African American residents perceive racial profiling even though the statistical evidence on stops finds no disparities in stops.

Joshua Chanin examined three police departments that experienced a consent decree (Pittsburgh, Washington, D.C., and Cincinnati), finding evidence of the successful impact of the consent decrees during the time of judicial oversight in all three cases, followed by subsequent backsliding in two. Because the study covered the periods of during judicial oversight (which, importantly, includes the presence of the court-appointed Monitor), and after judicial oversight was ended, it provides some evidence on the question of whether the reforms were sustained once judicial oversight was removed. In Pittsburgh, a series of political changes, combined with a budget crisis, caused standards of officer accountability to “erode[ ] considerably.” Washington, D.C. offered a complex pattern of trends following the end of the MOA, with uses of force following a “volatile” pattern, while civil litigation payouts declined and stayed low. In Cincinnati, there were substantial improvements in key areas of police performance. Officer uses of force declined by 46% between 2002 and 2012, and public complaints about excessive force declined by 36% between 2006 and 2012. Additionally, there was “little or no backsliding” six years after
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the end of the consent decree. Chanin’s study provides the most important evidence to date on the issue of post-settlement “backsliding” and the sustainability of court-enforced reforms.

Powell et al. examined the impact of consent decrees on the filing of law suits alleging Section 1983 violations by police departments subject to consent decrees in twenty-three jurisdictions. In theory, consent decree-required reforms, particularly with regard to officer use of force, will reduce police misconduct that might give rise to Section 1983 litigation. The study found that consent decrees were associated with “modest reductions” in the filing of civil rights cases.

The most thorough post-consent decree assessment of a department is a 2016 report on the Washington, D.C. Police Department, completed seven years after the MOA was lifted (and was authorized as part of the lifting of judicial oversight). While acknowledging that the assessment did not cover all aspects of the required reforms, the report found “much that is positive,” including a continuing commitment on the part of top management and reductions in the “use of the most serious types of force, including firearms.” Nonetheless, some “significant shortcomings” remained. Some changes in the use of force reporting system inhibited effective management of uses of force and created problems in resolving the investigation of fatal shootings by officers. The department’s early intervention system, described as “a star-crossed project,” remained a serious problem. In the end, the overall picture of the department was decidedly mixed: better than it had been before federal intervention but still with a number of problems.

2. The Testimony of Police Chiefs with SLS Settlement Experience

Important testimony on the impact of SLS settlements comes from several police chiefs, former chiefs, and other police commanders from departments subject to settlements. At a 2012 PERF conference on federal civil rights investigations of local police departments, Charles Ramsey, former Chief of Police in Washington, D.C. during its MOA experience, stated that “[t]he end result was very positive. Shootings dropped by 80 percent and have remained low. And it gave us credibility with the public.” Tom Streicher, Chief of the Cincinnati Police Department during its MOA experience, explained that “[p]rior to the consent decree in Cincinnati, we paid out $10 to $11 million to settle a
number of lawsuits. But since the consent decree, the ACLU has not sued the Police Department. That is a tremendous savings.” A Los Angeles police commander, citing the $15 million cost of the consent decree, argued that “I think the money was well spent in terms of preventing future litigation and gaining credibility with the community.” Other police officials at the PERF conference expressed similarly positive views of the consent decree experience. To be sure, the comments from these officials are anecdotal. Nonetheless, given their positions and first-hand experiences, they are voices to be taken seriously. Notably, they did not use the opportunity to express serious criticisms of the pattern or practice program.

Reviewing the available evaluations, Rushin concluded that “[t]he available empirical evidence suggests that [systemic court-enforced police reform] has been an effective tool for reducing misconduct in several police agencies.” The most serious problem, because of its implications for all police reforms, involved the evidence of “backsliding” from reforms in three departments once judicial oversight was lifted.

C. Intended and Unintended Effects of the Special Litigation Section’s Program

The following Section examines important intended and unintended aspects of the Special Litigation Section’s pattern or practice program that contribute to the New Conversation and to the future of police reform. As already noted, these issues have not received sufficient attention from police experts.

1. A Work in Progress: The Special Litigation Section’s Learning Curve

The Civil Rights Division’s 2017 report on the pattern or practice program explains that its investigations and settlements changed significantly over

209. Id. at 35 (Streicher).
210. Id. at 34 (Los Angeles). The question of the true cost of consent decrees is a highly controversial matter and wildly different estimates have been offered. See Rushin, Structural Reform Litigation in American Police Departments, supra note 16, at 1399 (citing a $100 million estimate for the cost of the LAPD consent decree). Many of the cost estimates for pattern or practice settlements are, in the view of the author of this Article, inappropriately inflated. Many of the costs are for reforms (e.g., an early intervention system, or the cost of installing a computerized record-keeping system) that were long overdue and would have been incurred had the departments in question been properly managed to begin with.
212. Some strong criticisms of the pattern or practice program were expressed by representatives from two communities, however the strongest remarks did not appear in the final report of the conference. (Personal observations of the author of this Article). POLICE EXEC. RESEARCH FORUM, CIVIL RIGHTS INVESTIGATIONS, supra note 145.
the course of twenty years. The changes occurred as a result of lessons “learned from its own experience,” feedback from various stakeholders, and “developments in the social science of police reform.” This Article characterizes the process as a “learning curve” for the SLS attorneys and expert consultants. The driving force behind these changes was a continually evolving sense of what additional reforms are necessary in order to successfully achieve the original goal of securing constitutional policing. This changing view of the requirements of effective accountability-related reforms has important implications for future police reform. The extent of the changes in settlements over time was such that the Civil Rights Division’s report refers to “first generation” and “second generation” settlements.

a. Greater Length, Detail, and Content of Settlements

A cursory review of all the settlements reached by the SLS since 1997 reveals that they grew enormously in terms of length, detail, and substantive content. An Investigative Findings Letter regarding the Pittsburgh Police Department, the first issued by the SLS, contained only 4 paragraphs describing the problems it had found in the department. The resulting 1997 Pittsburgh Consent Decree was extremely short in comparison with later settlements, containing only 83 paragraphs; the 2013 New Orleans Consent Decree contains 492 paragraphs; and the 2017 Baltimore consent decree contains 511 paragraphs. The most important aspect of the growing length of settlements was the addition of more detail related to such issues as the control of officer use of force and also the addition of entirely new subjects and requirements. These issues are discussed in detail in the following subsections.

b. Enhancing Public Understanding of Police Problems and the Need for Reform

Compared with the first generation of settlements, the second generation ones include narratives on the nature of the police problems in the police department in question and the consequent need for federal intervention. The
effort to provide the public with a better understanding of police problems reflects one of the most important developments in thinking about policing in America in recent years. The central theme of the 2015 President’s Task Force report is the importance of public trust and confidence in local police agencies as a necessary predicate to enhancing legitimacy of and public cooperation with those agencies. The first generation of consent decrees are barebones documents, devoted entirely to the required reforms, with little discussion of the context of those reforms, including the police problems they address. The 2001 Los Angeles consent decree, for example, is limited to language covering the required reforms, such as “[t]he Department shall prepare and implement . . .” and “the Department shall develop and initiate implementation . . .” and so on. The New Jersey State Police consent decree is couched in similar language. Neither document explains the nature of the underlying law enforcement problems or how federal intervention would correct them.

Second generation settlements, by contrast, typically provide introductory narratives describing the social, political, and historical context of the police department in question as a way of explaining the pattern of misconduct that has been found. The Ferguson, Missouri investigation report, for example, describes the critical point that the city was using the police department as a source of revenue, which was the principal source of the police misconduct: “Ferguson’s law enforcement practices are shaped by the City’s focus on revenue rather than by public safety needs,” with the result that “[p]atrol [officer] assignments and schedules are geared toward aggressive enforcement of Ferguson’s municipal code” for the purpose of generating revenue. The 2017 Baltimore investigation report, meanwhile, discusses the history of race relations in the Baltimore community, including discriminatory policing and the city’s history of racial segregation in housing that was supported by government policies, with the result that a condition of deep racial division—“two Baltimores”—exists today.

(2009) (“The Department of Justice should make the involvement of community groups in pattern or practice investigations, negotiations, and litigation standard operating procedure from the beginning of the process.”). Pittsburgh Group involved an ad hoc meeting of police accountability experts, with a variety of experiences related to the Justice Department pattern or practice program. It met at the University of Pittsburgh Law School in the early months of the Obama administration in 2009, discussed a variety of issues related to Section 14141 litigation, and then submitted a report with recommendations to the Civil Rights Division. The author of this Article was a convening member, along with Professor David Harris of the University of Pittsburgh School of Law. The report is unpublished, but copies are available from the author of this Article.
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Providing explanatory contextual material represents an effort by the SLS to help members of the local community (including the media and elected officials) understand the dynamics of police misconduct, including organizational failures on the part of the police department and a community’s history of race relations. Explaining these factors is designed to help build public trust and confidence in the police reform effort, in accord with the President’s Task Force recommendation on this issue.\textsuperscript{227}

c. Engaging Police Departments with the Community

The 2017 Civil Rights Division’s report on its pattern or practice program stated that “[c]ommunity input and engagement is a core part of every pattern-or-practice investigation.”\textsuperscript{228} That goal was not a part of the first generation of SLS settlements but increasingly became a significant part of later settlements.\textsuperscript{229}

The idea of greater engagement of police departments with the community reflected several trends in thinking about policing. The turning point was the development of both community policing and problem-oriented policing in the early 1980s.\textsuperscript{230} Both movements reflected a growing awareness among police experts that police departments cannot by themselves effectively control crime and disorder and depend on community cooperation and engagement. In this respect, community policing explicitly rejected the then-established norms of police professionalism, in which the police presented themselves as the experts in their professional domain (crime control) and rejected community input (particularly criticisms of excessive force and discrimination in arrests) as non-expert opinion.\textsuperscript{231}

Police scholars increasingly recognized that, even in terms of a narrowly defined mission of crime control, the police depend on citizens to report crime; to provide information about neighborhood problems; to provide information about specific criminal events and criminal suspects; and to testify as witnesses in the prosecution of crimes.\textsuperscript{232} This process has been character-
ized as the “co-production” of police services, and it was specifically endorsed by the President’s Task Force in 2015.\footnote{233} Greene, in a review of the community policing movement, explained that “[c]ommunity policing has sought from its beginning to engage the community in matters of public safety,” giving it a “coproduction” role.\footnote{234}

The second generation of SLS settlements simply extended the principle of community engagement to accountability-related police reform. The nexus between accountability and community engagement was the assumption that community input into policing strategies would challenge, and hopefully eliminate, traditional crime-fighting strategies that involved aggressive tactics that too often involved abusive tactics, including frequent traffic and pedestrian stops and uses of force.\footnote{235} This assumption guided the Collaborative Agreement in Cincinnati, where a structured community input process served to reduce uses of force and improve police-community relations.\footnote{236}

The pursuit of greater community engagement took several forms in second generation SLS settlements. Several required police departments to engage in community policing and/or problem-oriented policing. The Baltimore Findings Letter concluded that “our investigation revealed a significant divide between the police and members of the Baltimore community,” resulting in a wide-spread perception of “two Baltimores” which receive “dissimilar policing services.”\footnote{237} The dissimilarity included the apparent paradox of low-income and African American neighborhoods simultaneously receiving both overly aggressive policing and too little policing (in the form of police failing to respond to calls for service)\footnote{238} Requirements to adopt community policing or problem-oriented policing strategies are included in consent decrees with the Albuquerque\footnote{239} and Cleveland\footnote{240} Police Departments, among others. Both community policing and problem-oriented policing typically involve formal procedures for community input into the development of policing strategies. In Chicago, for example, a core element of the community policing effort had involved regular neighborhood “beat meetings” between residents and police officers.\footnote{241}
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\footnote{235. See infra Subsection IV.C.1.c.}

\footnote{236. Collaborative Agreement at 5, In re Cincinnati Policing, 209 F.R.D. 395 (S.D. Ohio 2002) (“Community problem-oriented policing is an information intensive strategy that places a premium on data, intelligence, community input, and analysis.”).
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The model for greater community input into the implementation of court-enforced settlements was the Collaborative Agreement ("CA") in Cincinnati, a settlement of private law suits alleging race discrimination against the Cincinnati Police Department, which paralleled and was linked to the SLS settlement of its investigation of the department.\(^{242}\) The CA stipulated that as a “First Goal: Police Officers and Community Members Will Become Proactive Partners in Community Problem Solving” and as a “Second Goal: Build Relationships of Respect, Cooperation and Trust Within and Between Police and Communities.”\(^{243}\) To fulfill these goals, the agreement directed the police department to change its policing strategy: “The City of Cincinnati . . . shall adopt problem solving as the principal strategy for addressing crime and disorder problems.”\(^{244}\)

The Cincinnati Collaborative Agreement proved to be extremely influential. It provided a model for the community police commissions in the more recent SLS settlements and also for the Joint Remedial Process in the settlement of the New York City “stop and frisk” case in 2013. The Opinion and Order in \textit{Floyd v. City of New York} held that “community input is perhaps an even more vital part of a sustainable remedy in this case,” in large part because the communities affected by the police department’s stop and frisk practices “have a distinct perspective that is highly relevant to crafting effective reforms.”\(^{245}\) The Joint Remedial Process involved participation by relevant community stakeholders, supplemented by “academic and other experts” as deemed necessary, in a series of “town hall” meetings in each of the five boroughs of New York City, for the purpose of developing “remedial measures” that would supplement those ordered by the court.\(^{246}\)

The Seattle settlement went further than any previous ones with regard to community input by requiring the creation of a Community Police Commission, a broadly representative body that would have a formal role in the development of police department policies.\(^{247}\) The settlement held that “[e]ffective and constitutional policing requires a partnership between the Police Depart-
NATIONAL POLICE CRISIS

ment, its officers, community members, and public officials,” and directed the City to create a Community Police Commission (“CPC”) by executive order within ninety days. The Consent Decree defined the purpose of the CPC as, providing “ongoing community input” into “reforms,” “police priorities,” and “mechanisms to promote community confidence in” the Seattle Police Department. A subsequent Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) spelled out the composition of the CPC and its roles and responsibilities, which included reviewing reports of the court-appointed Monitor, and the authority to issue its own reports and recommendations. The MOU did not, however, give the CPC the authority to review police department policies, an issue that became a matter of conflict in the early history of the CPC. CPC members demanded to have a voice in the development of the new police department use of force policy. The result was a stand-off between the CPC and the Monitor, the U.S. Attorney, and city officials. The CPC members stood their ground and, at one point, threatened to resign en masse, with some arguing that if they were denied a voice in the critical issue of use of force it would reduce the CPC to “window dressing.” The other side then relented, not willing to risk a mass resignation, which could have jeopardized the entire consent decree implementation. As a result, the CPC participated in the development of the new use of force policy. The role of the two police union representatives on the CPC, itself an important experiment on the part of the SLS, is discussed below.

In the end, the Seattle government immediately became an active voice in police reform efforts in the city. In 2017, the Seattle City Council passed an ordinance making the CPC a permanent city agency.
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It is important to note that the requirement that the City of Seattle create a Community Police Commission was a bold and unprecedented effort on the part of the Justice Department with respect to restructuring the governance of local police departments. The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing made several recommendations regarding citizen input into police policy-making but none went so far as to involve a formal restructuring of police governance. In the first generation of SLS settlements, community groups had been largely excluded from the reform implementation process. Some experts argued that this exclusion undermined the legitimacy of settlements among a crucial local constituency.

The experiment in requiring a restructuring of the governance of local police departments is fraught with uncertainties and potential pitfalls, running head long into unresolved issues related to the governance of local police. As law professor David Sklansky has argued, it is not certain that there is “an identifiable ‘public’ or ‘community’ position on controversial policy questions,” and policing certainly involves a host of policy questions. Police reform activists, when speaking of “the community,” too often assume that it refers to people with their analysis of police problems and the needed reforms. In fact, however, African American communities and Latino communities, like their white counterparts, are quite diverse. As Sklansky puts it, “communities are not monolithic.” In particular, there are working individuals, with stable families and children, who are deeply concerned about crime and drugs and not only want “tough” law enforcement but are also willing to tolerate aggressive police practices they believe will effectively reduce crime. In this respect, they are no different than their white counterparts. Thus, in creating a “community” police commission, the question becomes, who speaks for that community? And even within the bounds of a predominantly African American geographic area, which parts of that “community” will be represented? It is not at all far-fetched to imagine a “community” police commission dominated by the advocates of aggressive crime-fighting.

d. Engaging Social Service Agencies

The second generation of SLS settlements included several with provisions requiring the development of working relationships with social service agencies related to particular social and legal problems. The goal, according to

258. Whether the U.S. Justice Department should order the restructuring of local governance of police departments (as opposed to ordering administrative procedures deemed necessary to end unconstitutional police practices) is a matter that needs extended discussion.
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261. **Sklansky, supra** note 238, at 87–88.

262. *Id.* at 122. **See also** Scott, supra note 230, at 121 (“[N]ew collaborations between police and community present significant challenges in a constitutional democracy. At times, the ‘majority rules’ philosophy of the community and the conservative traits of the police combine to support police practices that the courts find threatening to the constitutional order.”).
the Civil Rights Division, was to focus on the “links between [police] misconduct and institutional failures outside of police departments.” The Findings Letter and the settlement agreement for the New Orleans Police Department, for example, addressed gender discrimination, with respect to the police department’s response to sexual assaults and domestic violence incidents. Regarding sexual assault cases, the Findings Letter found “[i]nadequate policies and procedures, deficiencies in training, and extraordinary lapses in supervision have contributed to a systemic breakdown in NOPD handling of sexual assault investigations.” The subsequent consent decree required the NOPD “to work with the [District Attorney], community service providers, and other stakeholders to develop and implement” a collaborative agreement “to provide a coordinated and victim-centered approach to sexual violence.” In addition, the NOPD was required to develop a formal process for “representatives from the community” to review and provide feedback on the NOPD’s performance regarding its response to sexual assaults. With respect to domestic violence, meanwhile, the Findings Letter found that “[n]either NOPD’s Operations Manual nor the Domestic Violence Unit’s manual contains specific guidance regarding . . . important functions,” including taking domestic violence calls, preliminary investigations, documenting victim injuries, and so on. The Consent Decree required the NOPD to “support a centralized, multi-agency Family Justice Center model in the handling of domestic and sexual assault cases” in the city.

In a similar fashion, the Findings Letter for the Portland, Oregon Police Department concluded that Portland police officers too often used force inappropriately against persons experiencing mental health crises because “the lack of a comprehensive state-wide crisis system,” which resulted in “an overreliance on local law enforcement, jails, and emergency rooms.” It should be noted that the SLS findings letter was as critical of the failures of state and local mental health programs as it was of the police department’s shortcomings.

263. DOJ, PATTERN AND PRACTICE, supra note 6, at 33.
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To correct this problem, the resulting consent decree ordered the development of closer working relationships with various mental health related groups. The idea of police departments engaging relevant social service agencies was hardly new with the Justice Department pattern or practice program. Such involvements developed in the 1960s and have been a long-standing part of more recent problem-oriented policing and community policing programs. The unique contribution of several SLS settlements has been to link engagement with social service agencies in the effort to curb officer use of force and other unconstitutional practices.

e. Involving Rank-and-File Officers and Police Unions

The second generation of SLS settlements also gave greater attention to rank-and-file officers than had been the case in previous settlements. This new approach had two dimensions. First, the investigations gave more attention to the perspectives of rank-and-file officers on problems within police departments. The Seattle Consent Decree stated that: “Police officers also bring an important voice to the reform process. Their views, whether presented through their labor organizations or through other channels, should inform the development of the reform effort and its implementation.” The Findings Letter on the Cleveland Division of Police, for example, concluded that “[o]fficers are [i]nadequately [s]upported and [t]rained.” Because of inadequate training, officers “do not know how to safely and effectively control subjects,” with the result that in “many instances” officers lost control of subjects and as a result had to apply “significant force.” Officers in some instances deployed tasers or drew their firearms because of a “lack of confidence that they will be able to control a situation.” Additionally, the department did not provide its officers with “the basic equipment, the physical structures, and the technology required to perform their jobs safely.” Outdated technology meant that officers could not effectively communicate with command officers or other patrol officers, thereby creating dangerous situations for them and “drain[ing]” their morale. Similarly, the SLS investigation of the Baltimore City Police Department found
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that it “[f]ails to [a]dequately [s]upport its [o]fficers,” through, among many problems, inadequate technology, a recruitment and retention strategy that would address chronic inadequate staffing, and “psychological counseling for officers following a traumatic incident.”

As with greater engagement with social service agencies, the unique contribution of the SLS pattern or practice program has been to link police officer involvement in policy-making and up-to-date technology with improved officer performance and the reduction in unconstitutional policing.

In a second development, two second generation SLS settlements required that unions representing police officers have a formal place in the newly created governance structure. Representatives of both the rank-and-file officers’ union and the command officers’ union were given seats in the Seattle Community Police Commission and on the Cleveland Community Police Commission.

Including rank-and-file officers and/or their union representatives in policy-making is another bold experiment by the SLS that is fraught with both considerable possibilities for improving policing and reducing unconstitutional policing and also with uncertainties and potential pitfalls. Since they emerged as a powerful factor in policing in the late 1960s, police unions have been a largely negative force with regard to police accountability. Unions have almost consistently opposed all measures designed to improve police-community relations, particularly the creation of citizen review boards. For this reason, David Sklansky points out that today many police scholars have “little affinity” for a vision of democratic governance of the police that includes “participation by, or deliberation among, police officers themselves.”

In the first real challenge facing the Seattle Community Police Commission, the two union representatives joined forces with other members who were long-standing critics of the police department to secure a CPC voice in the adoption of a new use of force policy, which was a positive development for police accountability.

The question remains, however, whether including representatives in similar community police commissions will also serve to advance accountability-related reforms or produce only conflict and dysfunction.
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f. Summary

The learning curve of the SLS discussed in sub-paragraphs (a) through (e) above ended with an entirely different vision of accountability-related police reform than the one that the Section began with in 1997 with the Pittsburgh consent decree. As already noted, that decree was strictly limited to matters related to a then-conventional view of reform: the management and control of officer conduct, particularly with regard to use of force, searches, traffic stops, racial bias, citizen complaints, officer performance evaluations, and “community relations.”

The second generation of SLS settlements, as described in the above Subsection, by contrast, sweep broadly into a host of new issues: far greater detail regarding the reporting and review of uses of force, the need to build greater public understanding of police problems and the reform process, the need to develop formal arrangements for formal community input into police policy-making, the need for engagement with community social service agencies on relevant social problems, and the need for greater involvement of rank-and-file officers and their unions in police policy-making.

The SLS did not set out to consciously expand its reform agenda. As already argued, the new requirements in settlements emerged slowly out of a learning process that involved a continuing reassessment of what is needed to effect meaningful accountability-related reforms and achieve constitutional policing. And as also noted, two of the new requirements, involving formal procedures for greater community engagement and for involvement of rank-and-file officers and their union in the reform process, are bold experiments, fraught with risks and uncertain outcomes. The learning curve process itself and several of the resulting initiatives have received almost no comment among the various evaluations of the pattern or practice program. Yet the changes sweep so broadly and have such profound implication that they cry out for extended comment, which exceeds the bounds of this Article.

2. The Goal of Organizational Transformation

From the outset, the SLS adopted an ambitious goal of transforming police organizations. This goal embraced a line of thinking among police experts that had been developing for some years, spurred by several lines of thinking about the nature of police misconduct.
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a. The Dimensions of Organizational Transformation in Policing

Organizational transformation in policing involves three distinct dimensions. The first dimension involved a rejection of the idea that police misconduct is caused by just a few bad officers (the proverbial “rotten apples”). Rachel Harmon, for example, argued that “[m]uch police misconduct is not accidental . . . or inevitable,” and therefore systemic reform “requires structurally changing police departments . . . in order to create accountability for officers and supervisors and foster norms of professional integrity.” The SLS findings letter on the Albuquerque Police Department embraced this view, concluding that “[t]he use of excessive force by [Albuquerque police] officers is not isolated or sporadic;” rather, it “stems from systemic deficiencies in oversight, training, and policy.” Similarly, the New Orleans findings letter concluded that “[t]he deficiencies in the way NOPD polices the City are not simply individual, but structural as well,” and “the deficiencies that lead to constitutional violations span the operation of the entire Department.

A second dimension of organizational transformation involved a rejection of the piecemeal approach to police reform in which specific police actions—searches, interrogations, uses of deadly force, and so on—are addressed separately. The Supreme Court decisions on the constitutionality of particular police practices inherently address only the specific issues before the court. The SLS approach to systemic police reform takes the view that addressing only one form of misconduct (e.g., stops and frisks) leaves much other misconduct untouched and fails to address the inadequacies of a police department’s accountability mechanisms that are a major contributor to all forms of officer misconduct. The Baltimore Findings Letter, for example, concluded that “[t]he fault for officers’ systemic use of these heavy-handed tactics lies with BPD as an agency,” through its lack of proper policies to guide officer conduct, inadequate supervision, and improper or inadequate training. Correcting systemic deficiencies related to policies, training, and accountability procedures (such as an early intervention system) will necessarily affect a broad range of police activities.

A third dimension of organizational transformation involved recognition that much police misconduct is rooted in specific crime-fighting policies. This

289. Lee, Weitzer & Martinez, supra note 25, at 206 (finding that the “rotten apple” interpretation persisted in media coverage of three recent highly-publicized fatal police shootings, being mentioned as often as “racism” as a causal factor); Sherman, supra note 288, at 434 (drawing on the work of Perrow in organizational sociology, arguing that “the urge to blame individuals often obstructs the search for organizational solutions”).
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view was first articulated by the Kerner Commission, created to investigate the riots of the 1960s, which concluded in 1968 that “many of the serious disturbances took place in cities whose police are among the best led, best organized, best trained, and most professional in the country.”

The commission noted that police “professionalism” at that time was generally associated with aggressive crime fighting tactics that were focused on African American communities. The 2015 President’s Task Force reiterated the argument, calling on police departments to “consider the potential damage to public trust when implementing crime fighting strategies.”

The New York City Police Department’s “stop and frisk” policy, in which the number of stops rose from 97,296 in 2002 to 685,724 in 2011 and was declared unconstitutional as practiced in 2013, is a classic illustration of how an allegedly “tough” anti-crime policy leads directly to systematic officer misconduct.

A recent study of traffic stops in the Kansas City Metropolitan area, meanwhile, found an important distinction between stops involving driving behavior and suspicion-based stops in which stops are based on suspicion about the driver or other persons in the vehicle. The study found that racial disparities were higher in suspicion-based stops, as opposed to traffic enforcement stops, where the stop is based on driving behavior. Suspicion-based stops, moreover, were deeply resented by African Americans.

In short, changing “the organization,” in many cases, involves changing its crime-fighting strategies.

b. The Challenge of Organizational Transformation: A Conundrum

Transforming police organizations is a daunting challenge, however, and encounters the same problems faced in efforts to bring about comprehensive change in all public and private bureaucracies. The fact that most consent decrees have not reached compliance by the end of five years (the standard target date in all settlements) is only one indicator of the difficulties in implementing the many required reforms and achieving compliance with the terms of the settlement. Private corporations in the 1980s, in response to the challenge of foreign competition and widespread criticism that they had become stagnant and resistant to innovation, wrestled with how to transform themselves.
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prisoners’ rights movement in the U.S. that began in the 1970s, meanwhile, ultimately involved broad institutional reforms.\textsuperscript{302}

The SLS explained the challenges of organizational transformation in its New Orleans Findings Letter. “Organizational transformation,” it explained, “requires that a police department integrate and embed community-and problem-oriented policing principles into each aspect of its management, structure, and use of resources.”\textsuperscript{303} That includes “leadership, policies, climate and culture, systems of accountability, and training and deployment of personnel.”\textsuperscript{304}

In short, it involves changing virtually all aspects of the department and making those changes simultaneously without disrupting normal activities. The challenge is complicated by the fact that many of the different elements being changed are dependent on each other. A department cannot begin training on a new use of force policy until that policy has been written and approved. In Albuquerque, the court-appointed Monitor’s Fourth Report noted that the complexity of developing an acceptable new use of force policy delayed “the start of required department-wide training related to the appropriate use of force,” leaving little time for “revisions to training processes” as implementation of the new policy progresses, and delayed the “training of supervisors in how to assess, evaluate and review officers’ use of force.”\textsuperscript{305}

The goal of organizational transformation, particularly in the most troubled police departments, involves a conundrum. All of the required reforms in consent decrees are complex administrative procedures: data collection on all uses of force; systematic analysis of use of force patterns; an early intervention system, and so on. Yet, the evidence from the SLS findings letters clearly indicates that troubled police departments are poorly managed, lack up-to-date accountability procedures, such as record systems on use of force and other critical police actions, do not have the technological infrastructure to support those procedures, are highly affected by deeply ingrained traditions of officer conduct that are hostile to accountability, and in general lack an overall mindset committed to accountability. The court-appointed Monitor for the Baltimore City Police Department, in a 2018 report, bluntly questioned “whether BPD [the Baltimore Police Department] has the capacity to implement the linchpin requirements of the Consent Decree” because of its utterly inadequate technological infrastructure.\textsuperscript{306}

The Justice Department’s Cleveland Findings Letter,
meanwhile, found the department unable “to produce key documents,” which “are necessary to assess whether officers are using force appropriately.” Additionally, departments subject to settlements lack command officers with experience in professional departments, and they consequently lack an accountability-related mindset that understands the value of modern accountability systems. The problem of the lack of experience and appropriate mindset appears to be particularly acute with respect to early intervention systems, one of the basic components of SLS settlements from the very beginning but which are extremely complex administrative tools and appear to have a problem-prone record in police departments. In short, judicially enforced settlements ask a police department to do things it has never before done and for which its leadership and rank-and-file are ill-equipped to do.

The 2016 First and Second Quarterly Report by the New Orleans Monitor illustrates the challenge of effecting change on just one seemingly straightforward aspect of policing. The settlement was entered in 2012 and the first Monitor’s report is dated 2013. Yet, three years later, in an assessment of the “Duties of Supervisors,” the Monitor found that in eight districts or units only one was “compliant” with the settlement’s requirement that “Supervisors Respond to and Investigate Uses of Force.” One district was in “Partial Compliance,” one was “Not Compliant,” and three were “Unable to Demonstrate” compliance, which typically means a lack of proper documentation, which is itself a major form of noncompliance.

Given the conundrum just described, an obvious question arises: if a police department lacks the necessary experience, skills, and technological infrastructure to achieve the complex set of reforms required by a consent decree, how then can we expect it to transform itself? The best answer would appear to lie in the combined impact of both the compulsory element of judicial oversight and the role of the court-appointed Monitors. The monitoring process involves an independent team observing on a regular basis the various reforms. Monitors report the degree of progress made to the district court and to the public through regular reports. Monitors have played a variety of roles in this process: monitor, goad, counsellor, tough-grading school teacher, and resource per-
son. In short, a police department is not attempting to implement the required reforms entirely on its own.

That said, however, the question becomes whether meaningful police reforms, particularly in very troubled police departments, can be achieved without the compulsory element of judicial enforcement possessed by the Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division. Will there be sufficient strong leadership by police chiefs, the requisite political and financial support from local governments, and continuing activism by community groups to achieve broad, organizationally focused reforms efforts? It is impossible to answer that question at present, but it stands as one of the major questions facing the future of police reform.

The goal of organizational transformation in policing has received little serious attention from police scholars (apart from some discussion with regard to community policing). As the discussion in the previous section makes clear, organizational transformation with respect to accountability-related policies and procedures is particularly complex and challenging. The existing literature on police organizations provides little perspective and guidance. More attention from police scholars is definitely needed.

3. Defining a Set of “Best Practices” in Police Accountability

A major contribution of the SLS program has been the development of a relatively short list of “best practices” related to constitutional policing, which have become a part of the New Conversation and the roadmap for police reform.\(^{313}\) The 2017 Civil Rights Division report explains that the settlements “often reflect a common set of substantive reforms”\(^ {314}\) and that some investigations have been undertaken “to set a standard for reform,” which would help other agencies address similar problems they are facing.\(^ {315}\) A similar process emerged out of the prisoners’ rights movement. Feeley and Rubin concluded that the introduction of constitutional standards—in effect a set of best practic-
es—into prisons was one of the major contributions of the prisoners’ rights litigation movement.\textsuperscript{316}

The list of best practices embodied in the first generation of SLS settlements includes: (1) a state of the art use of force policy, including requirements related to officers filing reports that are complete and accurate and that supervisors critically review such reports; (2) accountability procedures for command-level review of use of force incidents, including primarily a use of force review board (“UFRB”) dedicated to identifying problems in a department’s use of force policies, training, and supervision; (3) an early intervention system (“EIS”) to identify officers with patterns of problematic conduct, and to provide interventions to correct those performance problems;\textsuperscript{317} (4) a citizen complaint process that is open and readily accessible to potential complainants and the thorough and unbiased investigation of complaints; and (5) all training necessary to achieve standards of professionalism in the aforementioned areas. As already discussed, the list of best practices increased in the second generation of settlements as part of the SLS learning curve, and now includes, as discussed above: (1) the development of community policing or problem-oriented policing; (2) the establishment of working relationships with social service agencies; (3) provisions that give community representatives a voice in police policy-making; and (4) policies and practices to address the needs of rank-and-file officers and also to give the rank-and-file and their union representatives a voice in police policy-making.\textsuperscript{318}

The best practices discussed here do not involve a formal list and have no official or legal status apart from the settlements where they are court-enforced. Rather, it is an informal and fluid list that has emerged in recent years as part of an on-going process of discussions, recommendations, and experimentation among law enforcement agencies, professional associations, and police experts. Walker and Archbold argue that a fluid and continuously evolving list of best practices, rather than a single, formal list is the best approach, as it allows for new perspectives, new ideas, and new policies and practices to come to the fore.\textsuperscript{319}

Prior to the pattern or practice program there was no equivalent set of accountability-related best practices. The only set of formal standards for police agencies has been the Standards for Law Enforcement Agencies promulgated and implemented by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (“CALEA”).\textsuperscript{320} The CALEA accreditation process, however, has
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been criticized on several grounds. The program is entirely voluntary on the part of local agencies; there is no penalty for not being accredited and fewer than 1,000 agencies are currently accredited. Particularly relevant for this Article, with only a few exceptions, the standards focus on formal process (as in “A written directive governs . . .”) without substantive requirements as to what the policy should involve. Thus, they provide no meaningful guidance on how to achieve a particular standard’s goal, much less constitutional policing.

The best practices embodied in the SLS settlements became important elements of the New Conversation and an important part of the new roadmap for future police reform. While the President’s Task Force defined the principle of legitimacy as a necessary element of professional policing and the various PERF reports advanced policies that would control police uses of force and help to build community trust and legitimacy, the SLS settlements developed the specific requirements necessary to control officer uses of force.


The Civil Rights Division’s report on its pattern or practice program asserted that “[a]ddressing systemic excessive force is one of the core functions of the Division’s pattern-or-practice cases.” This Subsection examines the requirements in the various SLS settlements related to the control of officer use of force and their impacts on policing. While the discussion here focuses only on force, the reforms and their impacts are relevant to all critical incidents in which police actions affect the lives, liberties, and well-being of people who experience police encounters.

The SLS approach to controlling police officer use of force involves the application of administrative rulemaking to policing. Following the pioneering work of Kenneth C. Davis on the control of police discretion, use of force policies today follow the administrative rulemaking model of seeking to confine, structure, and check discretion. These three elements represent a systematic approach to the control of use of force, which includes a policy on when to use and not use force, requirements for officer reporting of use of force incidents, requirements for immediate supervisors to critically review officer force reports, a new approach to the investigation of force incidents, and new procedures for command level review of force incidents.
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a. Confining and Structuring Officer Discretion: Use of Force Policies

Use of force policies today seek to confine all forms of officer use of force, including deadly force, nonlethal force, the use of chemical agents or electronic devices, and the deployment of canines. Confinement is achieved first by clearly spelling out the circumstances when force may be used and when it is prohibited. With respect to deadly force, current best practice policies now generally open with a statement that the department has a commitment to preserving the sanctity of human life. Policies then limit the use of deadly force to situations where there is an imminent threat to the life or physical safety of the officer or other persons, while also allowing the use of deadly force against a fleeing person who has committed a violent felony and who the officer believes is armed and is likely to commit another violent crime. Deadly force policies also generally contain a number of specific prohibitions, include forbidding shots to wound, to signal for help, or at or from moving vehicles.

Policies on the use of physical force, meanwhile, generally specify that it can only be used to accomplish a lawful police purpose (to effect an arrest, overcome resistance by a suspect, or to bring a dangerous situation under control) and must be proportional to the level of resistance or force used by the person against whom force is used. Deadly force and physical force policies then structure the exercise of officer discretion through language specifying that it should be used as a last resort, that alternative means of resolving the incident have been exhausted, and that the officer has engaged in de-escalation or other tactical decisions designed to avoid the use of force. Additional language may prohibit use of force against persons who do not pose a danger to anyone, are engaged in passive resistance, or who are already handcuffed.
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b. Requirements on Officer Reporting Uses of Force

SLS investigations of local police departments have found a consistent pattern of officers failing to report uses of force or filing incomplete or dishonest reports.\(^{334}\) From the perspective of administrative rulemaking, use of force reports are intended to check officer discretion. The failure of officers to file complete and accurate reports, however, undermines a department’s use of force policy.

In some cases, officers did not file reports at all; in others, only one officer filed a report even though more than one officer used force.\(^{335}\) Force reports are often vague and lacking in sufficient detail about the conduct of the person against whom force was used that justified the use of force. The SLS Findings Letter on the Cleveland Division of Police, for example, found strong evidence of officer failures to report or accurately report force incidents. “Until recently,” it found, “when a use of force incident occurred, each officer at the scene was not required to write a report documenting the incident.”\(^{336}\) Additionally, “Officers’ reports repeatedly do not adequately convey the [level of] force they have used or why.”\(^{337}\) The investigation of the Chicago Police Department, for example, found the Chicago Police Department’s use of force reporting form deficient because “officers are not required to provide detail[s of the incident]” but instead the form provides boxes that officers can check.\(^{338}\) Boxes offer only general categories rather than specific detail about an incident. The space on the force report form for “additional information” was “too small to provide an actual narrative” of the incident, and “officers rarely use it at all.”\(^{339}\) Additionally and alarmingly, officers were apparently “instructed on the language they should use to justify force” (for example that the person “flailed” his or her arms, a statement that fails to describe any serious resistance or threat).\(^{340}\) A recurring problem involved the use of “canned” or “boilerplate” language by officers regarding the behavior of the person involved.\(^{341}\) In the lawsuit challenging the New York City Police Department’s stop and frisk practices, evidence was presented that officers frequently claimed that force was used because of “furtive movement” by the suspect.\(^{342}\)
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SLS findings letters emphasize that the lack of detail in officer use of force reports, and possible outright lying in some cases, makes it difficult if not impossible for the sergeant or internal affairs investigators to determine whether the force used was justified, thereby thwarting effective accountability. The SLS investigation of the Newark, New Jersey, Police Department, for example, found “an unacceptable tolerance within the NPD for Force Reports that are insufficient to permit meaningful review.” As argued in greater detail below, the more stringent reporting requirements on officer uses of force directly challenge the norms of the traditional police subculture, under which officers assume that they should not be held accountable for uses of force and other actions that may be unlawful or not consistent with department policy.

To address the problem of inadequate use of force reporting, SLS settlements required that officers report each and every use of force and that reports be detailed and truthful accounts of such incidents and that reports be completed in a timely fashion. The settlement agreement in Cleveland, for example, required that “[a]ll officers using or observing force will report in writing, before the end of their shift, the use of force in a Use of Force Report.” Force reports were to be “detailed account[s] of the incident” with a “specific description of the acts that led to the use of force,” the “level of resistance encountered,” and a “description of every type of force used or observed.”

The requirement that officers file detailed and truthful use of force reports and do so by the end of the officer’s shift directly challenges the prevailing norms of the traditional police subculture in unprofessional police departments, that officers do not account for their conduct, with the principle that they are required to do so. The “by the end of the shift” requirement, in particular, challenges the practice of officers being granted forty-eight hours before they can be interviewed by supervisors about force incidents, which exists in a number of police departments.
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c. Requirements on Supervisors’ Review of Officer Use of Force Reports

Officer discretion in the use of force is also checked by requirements that officers’ immediate supervisors (typically the sergeant) critically review officer use of force reports. Critical review involves examining reports for lack of detail, missing information, use of “canned” language, inconsistencies, contradictions, and a failure to specify the person’s conduct that justified the use of force. Where reports are inadequate, supervisors are required to ask officers for additional detail and clarifying language. If a report remains inadequate, supervisors are to forward it to internal affairs with the shortcomings noted.

The SLS investigation of the Seattle Police Department, for example, found that the department failed to require proper review of force incidents and officer reports by officers’ immediate supervisors. The department’s policy did not “require supervisory investigation following all uses of reportable force” incidents, but only that they “respond” to the scene of incidents. Consequently, supervisors generally relied “only on the involved officer statements” about an incident and why force was used. Existing policy provided no “guidance about how to investigate” whether a use of force was proper. Supervisors “consistently” failed to search for witnesses to incidents or to obtain statements from citizen or officer witnesses, and failed to take photographs of individuals’ injuries.

In Cleveland, meanwhile, the SLS investigation found that sergeants’ reviews of force incidents were “cursory and too often appear to be designed from the outset to justify officers’ actions.” Sergeants failed to “identify necessary information that is missing in the initial officers’ reports,” and often simply repeat the language in an officer’s report, even when it is “facially insufficient.”

The Cleveland settlement required immediate supervisors to respond to the scene of force incidents, render aid to anyone injured, “identify and collect all evidence relevant to the use of force,” canvass the immediate area for potential witnesses and interview any who are located, ensure that all officers who witnessed the incident file a use of force report, interview all officers separately
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(including the officer who used force), and “provide a brief written synopsis” to his or her immediate supervisor.\(^{359}\)

The requirement that immediate supervisors critically review officer use of force reports challenges the norms of the traditional police officer subculture in the same way that the officer reporting requirement does. In this instance, a formal requirement exists to ensure that officers account for their conduct in a complete and truthful report. In addition, the review requirement for sergeants challenges the prevailing norms for immediate supervisors in unprofessional and abusive police departments.

d. Independent Investigations of Force Incidents: The FIT Approach

A relatively new procedure for checking officer uses of force and improving the quality of use of force investigations involves the creation of a special unit, often called a Force Investigation Team (“FIT”), to investigate officer involved shootings and serious physical force cases.\(^{360}\) The Newark consent decree, for example, required the creation of a Serious Force Investigation Team (“SFIT”) with its own specialized “training curriculum and procedural manual,” whose function is “to ensure that uses of force that are contrary to law or policy are identified and appropriately resolved,” and also whose reports are sufficiently detailed to allow the Use of Force Review Board (see discussion below) to “identify trends or patterns of policy, training, equipment, or tactical deficiencies.”\(^{361}\)

A FIT is designed to improve the quality of investigations, and thereby enhance officer accountability, in two ways. First, investigations are conducted by officers who have training, experience, and expertise related to the task.\(^{362}\) Second, because none of the FIT investigators are the immediate supervisor of the officer being investigated for use of force, it is unlikely that there is a close working relationship that results in a biased investigation.\(^{363}\)

e. Command-Level Review of Use of Force Incidents

The final component of a systematic policy on officer use of force includes two procedures for the review of use of force incidents for the purpose of identifying problems related to department policies, training, and supervision that need to be corrected.


\(^{360}\) Id. ¶ 111.


\(^{363}\) Id. (finding four different “styles” of supervision, “traditional,” “innovative,” “active,” and “supportive”; finding that “supportive supervisors” protect their officers “from discipline or punishment perceived as ‘unfair’”).
(1) Use of Force Review Boards

The first innovation regarding the systematic review of force incidents is a Use of Force Review Board, which reviews patterns in force incidents, seeks to identify policy, training, or supervision issues that need correcting, and develops recommendations for change where needed. The Seattle settlement agreement, for example, requires that the Use of Force Committee (“UFC”) will review each use of force packet to determine whether the findings from the chain of command regarding whether the force used is consistent with law and policy and supported by a preponderance of the evidence, whether the investigation is thorough and complete, and whether there are tactical, equipment, or policy considerations that need to be addressed.

As one indication of the importance of the UFC, it is chaired by an Assistant Chief and includes supervisors from the Training Section and representatives from each precinct. Each committee member, moreover, receives eight hours of annual in-service training, which includes legal updates on officer use of force and also the department’s current training curriculum on use of force.

A properly functioning UFRB embodies what William A. Geller years ago envisioned as making police departments self-monitoring “learning organizations” in which formal procedures exist for a department to learn from its own practices and take corrective action where necessary. There is no reason, of course, why a UFRB and an external inspector general-type agency cannot function simultaneously. The UFRB concept can and should be extended to other critical incidents where police actions pose risks to the lives, liberty, and well-being of members of the community.

(2) Early Intervention Systems

The second administrative tool for identifying force-related problems is an early intervention system. From the outset, all SLS settlements have in-
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cluded the requirement of an early intervention system. EIS emerged in the early 1990s and, by including them in virtually every settlement agreement, SLS settlements gave the idea an enormous boost as a best practice for achieving constitutional policing. Whereas a UFRB focuses on organizational issues, an EIS focuses on individual officers whose performance may include problematic patterns in the use of force (or other issues).

An EIS is a computerized data base of officer performance, with anywhere between five and over fifteen specific indicators (uses of force, citizen complaints, officer discipline history, use of overtime and sick leave, and other indicators). Analysis of the data can identify officers with a higher than average number of problematic performance indicators (typically compared to peer officers working similar assignments). Officers identified by the system are then screened, with some selected for a formal intervention designed to correct the performance problems that have been identified. Interventions may involve counseling by supervisors, retraining on specific policies and tactics, or referral to professional counseling on substance abuse, family problems, or other issues.

An EIS is an extremely complex system to administer, however, and many departments have had difficulty maintaining an effective system. Illustrating the reform conundrum discussed earlier, an EIS poses a major challenge for departments with major accountability-related deficiencies, asking them, for example, to develop detailed data systems they do not have and to employ an accountability mindset that does not yet exist in the department. As a consequence, a number of departments subject to SLS investigations have been found to have had poorly functioning or nonfunctioning systems. The SLS Findings Letter on Seattle, for example, found the department’s EIS to be “broken,” as a result of “systemic deficiencies.” The system’s thresholds for identifying officers for possible intervention were too high, meaning that an officer could accumulate a number of uses of force indicators before being identified. Additionally, interventions occurred “far too long after the triggering incident,” thereby diminishing the potential impact of the remedial action provided. Similarly, the SLS Findings Letter on Cleveland found its EIS “ineffective and poorly utilized.”
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(3) Summary

The combined impact of the reforms discussed above directly address the fundamental issue in police accountability and the pursuit of constitutional policing. Requiring officers to file complete and honest force reports, requiring sergeants to critically review force reports, maintaining a use of force review board, and also maintaining an early intervention system are all strategies to first, require that officers account for their own conduct, and second, to have in place department procedures for reviewing those officer reports. Two unanswered questions remain. First, will the reforms discussed in this Section be sustained by police departments over the long term? And second, if they are sustained, will they fully achieve their intended goals over that long term?

The following Subsection examines how these requirements challenge, and hopefully begin to transform, the traditional police officer subculture.
5. Collateral Consequences: Challenging the Traditional Police Subculture

a. Reporting Review Requirements and the Traditional Police Subculture

The systematic approach to controlling police officer use of force embodied in the requirements of SLS settlements, as already suggested, directly challenges the phenomenon known as the police officer subculture. The evidence for this is derived from evaluations of SLS settlements. This goal was not an intended part of the DOJ pattern or practice program, but it nonetheless developed in the process of implementing the relevant requirements of the program’s settlements.

b. The Traditional Police Subculture

As with subcultures in other occupations, the traditional police subculture involves the informal norms and behaviors that shape employees’ day-to-day work. It is the consensus of virtually all experts in policing that today’s police subculture is and has been for several decades hostile to accountability-related reforms. Informally, the traditional norms reinforce the “warrior” mentality of policing, with its emphasis on “physical control tactics and weapons,” which are associated with the probability of officers using force, including in many cases where it is not warranted. Additionally, as the Chicago Police Accountability Task Force concluded, important parts of the traditional police officer subculture have become deeply embedded in local police union contracts with provisions that impede officer accountability.

The most well-known aspect of the police officer subculture is the so-called “blue curtain” or
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“code of silence” by which officers do not report or testify about other officers’ misconduct. 386 The Code directly impedes the key reforms, discussed above, regarding holding officers accountable for their uses of force. Under the Code, officers do not accurately report the circumstances of their uses of force; witness officers do not contradict the accounts given by officers who do use force; and sergeants, imbued with the culture of the Code since they joined the department, do not seek to probe into either an officer’s use of force or the dishonest report the officer filed. 387 As a result, inaccurate reports are entered into departmental accountability measures, mainly the UFRB and the EIS.

c. Evidence of the Impact of Reforms on the Traditional Police Subculture

The evaluations of the SLS settlements over the Pittsburgh and Los Angeles Police Departments provide extremely important insights into the impact of settlement reforms on rank-and-file officers and the police officer subculture. The Pittsburgh evaluation involved both focus groups with officers and a written survey of officer opinions. 388 Officers expressed “largely negative” attitudes about the consent decree, feeling “betrayed” by the city and believing it should have fought the Justice Department more vigorously. 389 Officers felt the consent decree had “lowered officer morale and productivity,” had made officers “hesitant to intervene” in situations of possible conflict, and had imposed burdensome and “time-consuming” reporting requirements. 390 The language used by officers clearly reflected the norms of the traditional police officer subculture, particularly with respect to valuing aggressive enforcement tactics. Officers reported that enforcement efforts had declined as a result of the consent decree, with officers having “less interaction with citizens,” being “not aggressive with people who are breaking the law,” and also being “more guarded in their interactions.” 391 In short, they claimed they were “de-policing.”

Other evidence, however, indicated that Pittsburgh officers had begun accommodating their work habits, however grudgingly, to the new consent-decree requirements. 392 Notably, a number of officers reported being “more sensitive to the appearance of unequal enforcement.” 393 One officer, moreover, pointed out that “[e]very incident now has a paper trail.” 394 These statements
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by officers indicate that the consent decree was at least beginning to achieve its intended goals. Officers were becoming less aggressive and more aware of how their actions were perceived and understood that the allegedly “burdensome” paperwork had the the purpose of holding them accountable for their conduct.

The Pittsburgh study also found evidence of change, and the grudging acceptance of major changes in their routine police work practices. The report found that “the accountability mechanisms remained intact after the lifting of the decree,” suggesting that there was no immediate backsliding.395 There was also “some indication” among supervisors that the new mechanisms “were becoming accepted as part of the job” by rank-and-file officers.396 No officers in the focus groups openly said anything to that effect, but in the anonymous written survey “a majority of officers agreed that the reforms had increased accountability.”397 Finally, the data on enforcement efforts found no evidence of “de-policing” in response to the constraints of the consent decree.

Interestingly, the focus groups with African American officers, who in recent police history have been alienated from norms of the majority white officers, found them both “more sympathetic to the concerns of the black community” and “far more positive about the [consent] decree.”399 They perceived the new disciplinary process to be more impartial than before, where “[t]here was no discipline for white officers.”400

The Harvard evaluation of the Los Angeles consent decree found a similar pattern of officer responses to the requirements of the decree.401 In interviews and focus groups, officers “frequently” claimed that they would “hesitate to intervene in difficult circumstances” out of fear of discipline.402 Officers claimed they would “look the other way” when they observed criminal activity (that is, “de-police”).403 They also claimed to be “timid” and used “kid gloves” when

---
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398. The first evaluation of the Pittsburgh consent decree attempted to determine if there was any evidence of a reduction of officer law enforcement work effort as a result of the consent decree. The city experienced a 40% decline in serious crime during the period studied, resulting in a parallel decline in arrests. No decline in officer activity attributable to the consent decree was identified, however. Davis et al., Turning Necessity Into Virtue, supra note 169, at 54–57. A significant decline in traffic summonses was found, but was attributed to a change in court procedures that reduced police overtime. Id. at 56 (Figure 12).
402. Id. at 19.
403. “De-policing,” the idea that police officers reduce their law enforcement efforts in response to consent decree requirements and/or public criticisms of the police because of fatal shootings of members of the community, has been a controversy in recent years. No research has confirmed the existence of this phenomenon, however. In addition to the evidence cited in this Article, one study examined the impact of judicially enforced reforms in thirty-one jurisdictions, finding a statistically significant “uptick” in crime rates immediately following the entry of a consent decree, followed by a decline over time. Rushin & Edwards, supra note 153, at 730 (studying 31 police departments where a court-enforced settlement existed, and finding a slight “uptick” in
handling suspects. The data on enforcement activities by LAPD officers, however, did not support these assertions. Both pedestrian and motor vehicle stops increased 39% between 2002 (the first year of the consent decree) and 2008; arrests also increased. Additionally, the rate at which arrests resulted in felony charges increased, “suggesting indirectly at least that the quality of those arrests has improved,” according to the evaluation (presumably by greatly reducing the number of “weak” cases, where there was no reasonable suspicion for a stop or probable cause for an arrest). Finally, the total number of use of force incidents declined by 30% between 2004 and 2008.

In short, the data suggests that while officers complained about the consent decree and its requirements, they adjusted to the new rules on stops, arrests, and use of force and actually increased their enforcement efforts. That is to say, it is a picture of a changing police subculture. More research, involving other departments experiencing major accountability-related reforms, is needed to determine whether the picture that emerges from these two evaluations is unique to the two departments involved or is representative of the general impact of court-mandated reforms on officer conduct. It is premature to conclude that the challenges to the police subculture prompted by the SLS’s efforts will be successful in the long run. Nonetheless, the possibility of a significant change to the traditional police officer subculture exists and that represents an important achievement of the SLS program.

6. Summary

When the Justice Department’s pattern or practice program was terminated in early 2017, its vision of police reform was radically transformed from what it had been twenty years earlier, at the time of the 1997 consent decree with the Pittsburgh Police Department. The earliest settlements had been confined to reforms that addressed specific police actions (use of force, racial pro-

crime rates immediately following the entry of settlements, followed by a decline over time). See also ROSENFELD, supra note 173, at 18; Danielle Wallace, Michael D. White, Janne E. Gauh, & Natalie Todak, Body-Worn Cameras as a Potential Source of Depolicing: Testing for Camera-Induced Passivity, CRIMINOLOGY, May 2018, at 22 (finding that officer-initiated activity increased among officers with body-worn cameras).
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filing in traffic stops\textsuperscript{409}; accountability measures related to those actions (force reports by officers, early intervention systems); and citizen complaint procedures. Twenty years later, the reform agenda had expanded enormously to embrace issues that extended outside police organizations \textit{per se}. As discussed in this Subsection, they include efforts to inform the public about local police problems and the need for federal intervention; formal arrangements to engage police departments with the community and local social service agencies, often through community policing or problem-oriented policing programs; and attention to the perspectives of rank-and-file officers about their respective departments’ problems, concerns with officer wellness, and procedures for involving officers and their union representatives in police department policy-making.

The expansion of the SLS’s reform agenda was driven in large part by the growing recognition on the part of its attorneys and consultants of what was needed to achieve effective control of police officer conduct and to end unconstitutional police practices. The implicit assumption underlying the change was that the new requirements were necessary to achieve constitutional policing. It needs to be said, however, that while logic and common sense certainly support this proposition, it has never been truly tested. The question can be stated as follows: Is it possible to effectively bring officer conduct under control and to achieve constitutional policing \textit{without} a community policing or problem-oriented policing component? Or, is it possible to achieve the desired goals without a formal mechanism for community input into police policy-making? These questions raise fundamental issues about not just accountability-related police reform efforts but American policing generally. We do not have evidence at this point that would answer these questions.\textsuperscript{410} But it can be said that the Justice Department’s twenty-year pattern or practice program raised these questions, which now cannot be ignored by anyone concerned about achieving professional and constitutional policing in this country.

\section*{V. Conclusion}

The fatal shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri on August 9, 2014 set in motion a series of events that this Article has labeled a National Police Crisis. Events in the spring of 2018 suggest that the crisis continues as this Article is being written. This Article has argued that, despite the withdrawal of the U.S. Justice Department from accountability-related police reform, there are grounds for optimism about the future of police reform. At the same time, however, there are factors that pose challenges and potential obstacles to future accountability-related police reform.


\textsuperscript{410} See supra note 166 and the discussion on the challenges to undertaking a comprehensive assessment of the impact of a single court-enforced pattern or practice settlement. The issues posed in this Section simply compound the challenges.
The National Police Crisis that began in 2014 prompted intense media coverage of police misconduct issues and, as a consequence, heightened public awareness of police problems and the need for accountability-related reforms. The resulting change in public attitudes has created fertile political soil for action on police accountability issues. As explained in this Article, several developments have given intellectual and policy direction to police reform efforts. The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing endorsed the principles of legitimacy, procedural justice, and the need for greater openness and transparency on the part of police departments. The Police Executive Research Forum issued a series of reports recommending police policies designed to reduce officer uses of force and improve police relations with the communities they serve. The judicially enforced reforms mandated by the Justice Department’s pattern or practice programs embodies a set of police practices designed to achieve constitutional policing.

In response to the new political mood, a remarkable burst of accountability-related reform efforts has occurred since 2014. Leaders of the law enforcement profession have been active in implementing reforms in their respective departments. State legislatures have enacted a wide range of accountability-related statutes. Two state attorneys general have acted to continue work that was initiated by the U.S. Justice Department but ended by the change in presidential administrations in 2017. Mayors and city councils and voters acting through referenda, meanwhile, have initiated a variety of reforms. In short, as the title of the Article suggests, despite the withdrawal of the U.S. Justice Department in 2017 from two major police reform efforts, accountability-related police reform is Not Dead Yet.

The prospects for accountability-related police reform nonetheless face a number of uncertainties, challenges, and obstacles. The new public mood that supports police reform might not be sustained. Some unforeseen event, such as an international crisis involving even more military conflict than already exists, could easily divert public attention away from domestic issues and police reform in particular. Alternatively, the current support for accountability-related reform could simply lose momentum as a result of public fatigue or disappointment over a perceived failure to achieve immediate improvements in policing.

The specific reforms discussed in this Article face enormous challenges. The goal of organizational transformation of law enforcement is a daunting challenge. Moreover, it is not certain how it would be achieved without the compulsory power of judicial enforcement. The broad agenda of police reform that developed in the Justice Department’s second generation of settlements may simply be too ambitious and visionary for local authorities to achieve. Reforms on specific issues, such as uses of force and pedestrian stops, may well continue, but only on a piecemeal basis as in the past. The bold experiments in some Justice Department settlements regarding restructuring the governance of police departments and providing rank-and-file officers and union representa-
tives with a formal voice in police policy-making, as this Article has explained, are fraught with uncertainties and potential problems.

The ideas articulated by the President’s Task Force and other voices with respect to legitimacy and procedural justice may prove to be too ambitious. As theoretical constructs, these ideas are certain to survive. Whether they will be translated into police operations in more than a few police departments, however, is uncertain. By the same token, the policies recommended by the Police Executive Research Forum are also likely to survive and to become embedded in many police departments. Whether they will become embedded in the majority of departments, large and small, is also uncertain.

Finally, the long-standing problem of sustaining major police reforms casts a worrisome shadow over all the current accountability-related reform efforts. Some of the departments subject to Justice Department consent decrees have experienced degrees of “backsliding.” The history of the American police over the last half century is littered with the bones of once-celebrated reforms that simply withered away with time. Police experts have given very little attention to this problem, and we have no real understanding of the conditions necessary for major reforms to be sustained over the long haul. Strong leadership in police departments is an obviously important condition. The history of turnover among American police chiefs, however, is cause for concern about the continuity of major reforms. Additionally, policing is an extremely complex operation, with many moving parts. The major reforms discussed in this Article—use of force reporting, early intervention systems—require continuous attention, and there may be a natural tendency for complex programs to slowly erode and lose their focus.

Some police reform experts, nostalgic for the work of the Justice Department under presidents Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, may hope for a new president in 2020 or 2024 committed to accountability-related police reform. That could certainly happen, but it is a hope that ignores today’s pressing demands. It puts the quest for accountability-related police reform on hold for years. Additionally, it fails to take into account the fact that, at best, the resources of the U.S. Justice Department are very limited and can only address a very small portion of the 18,000 law enforcement agencies in this country. In the end, the best hope for establishing accountable and constitutional policing across the country involves a continued public and political commitment to work for the principles, policies, and practices discussed in this Article.